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Abstract We establish the interior and exterior Gauss-Green formulas for
divergence-measure fields in Lp over general open sets, motivated by the rig-
orous mathematical formulation of the physical principle of balance law via the
Cauchy flux in the axiomatic foundation, for continuum mechanics allowing
discontinuities and singularities. The method, based on a distance function,
allows to give a representation of the interior (resp. exterior) normal trace
of the field on the boundary of any given open set as the limit of classical
normal traces over the boundaries of interior (resp. exterior) smooth approx-
imations of the open set. In the particular case of open sets with continuous
boundary, the approximating smooth sets can explicitly be characterized by
using a regularized distance. We also show that any open set with Lipschitz
boundary has a regular Lipschitz deformable boundary from the interior. In
addition, some new product rules for divergence-measure fields and suitable
scalar functions are presented, and the connection between these product rules
and the representation of the normal trace of the field as a Radon measure
is explored. With these formulas at hand, we introduce the notion of Cauchy
fluxes as functionals defined on the boundaries of general bounded open sets
for the rigorous mathematical formulation of the physical principle of balance
law, and show that the Cauchy fluxes can be represented by corresponding
divergence-measure fields.
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1 Introduction
We are concerned with the interior and exterior Gauss-Green formulas for
unbounded divergence-measure fields over general open sets, motivated by the
rigorous mathematical formulation of the physical principle of balance law
via the Cauchy flux in the axiomatic foundation, for continuum mechanics
allowing discontinuities and singularities. The divergence-measure fields are
vector fields F P Lp for 1 ď p ď 8, whose distributional divergences are
Radon measures. These vector fields form a Banach space that is denoted by
DMp. Even though the definitions of normal traces for unbounded divergence-
measure fields have been given in Chen-Frid [12] and Sˇilhavy´ [57] (see also
[32]), the objective of this paper is to give a representation of the interior
(resp. exterior) normal trace on the boundary of any given open set and to
prove that these normal traces can be computed as the limit of classical normal
traces over the boundaries of interior (resp. exterior) smooth approximations
of the open set. In particular, this implies analogous results on general domains
(that is, open connected sets).
The approximation of domains is a fundamental problem that has many
applications in several fields of analysis. The answer to this question depends
on both the regularity of the domain and the type of approximation that is
needed. Our interest in this problem is motivated from the field of hyperbolic
conservation laws. It is important to approximate the surface of a discontinu-
ity wave (such as a shock wave, vortex sheet, and entropy wave) by smooth
surfaces from one side of the surface so that the interior and exterior traces of
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the solutions can be defined on such a discontinuity wave as the limit of classi-
cal traces on the smooth approximating surfaces. Furthermore, the physically
meaningful notion of Cauchy fluxes as functionals defined on the boundaries
of general bounded open sets requires the understanding of the flow behavior
in both the interior and exterior neighborhoods of each boundary.
In this paper, we consider arbitrary open sets, which especially include
domains with finite perimeter. The sets of finite perimeter are relevant in the
field of hyperbolic conservation laws, since the reduced boundaries of sets of
finite perimeter are rectifiable sets, while the shock surfaces are often rectifi-
able, at least for multidimensional scalar conservation laws (cf. De Lellis-Otto-
Westickenberg [24]). Moreover, one advantage for the sets of finite perimeter
is that the normal to these sets can be well defined almost everywhere on the
boundaries.
A first natural approach to produce a smooth approximation of a domain
is via the convolution with some mollifiers ηε. Indeed, it is a classical result in
geometric measure theory (see the classical monographs of Ambrosio-Fusco-
Pallara [2, Theorem 3.42] and Maggi [43, Theorem 13.8]) that any set of finite
perimeter E can be approximated with a suitable family of smooth sets Ek
such that
LnpEk∆Eq Ñ 0, H n´1pB˚Ekq ÑH n´1pB˚Eq as k Ñ8, (1.1)
where Ln is the Lebesgue measure in Rn, B˚E is the reduced boundary of E,
and ∆ denotes the symmetric difference of sets (that is, A∆B :“ pAzBq Y
pBzAqq.
The approximating smooth sets Ek are the superlevel sets Ak;t :“ tuk ą
tu, for a.e. t P p0, 1q, of the convolutions uk :“ χE ˚ ηεk , for some suitable
subsequence εk Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. The main difficulty with the convolution
approach is that the approximating surfaces u´1k ptq do not provide an interior
approximation in general, since portions of u´1k ptq might intersect the exterior
of the set. This problem was solved by Chen-Torres-Ziemer [14] and Comi-
Torres [17] by improving the classical result and proving an almost one-sided
approximation that distinguishes the superlevel sets for a.e. t P p12 , 1q from
the ones corresponding to a.e. t P p0, 12 q, thus providing an interior and an
exterior approximation of the set with
H n´1pu´1k ptq X E0q Ñ 0 for a.e. t P p 12 , 1q,
H n´1pu´1k ptq X E1q Ñ 0 for a.e. t P p0, 12 q,
where E0 and E1 are the measure-theoretic exterior and interior of the set,
respectively. Moreover, for any measure |µ| !H n´1, the classical result (1.1)
was improved to
|µ|pAk;t∆E1q Ñ 0, H n´1pBAk;tq ÑH n´1pB˚Eq for a.e. t P p1
2
, 1q,
|µ|pAk;t∆pE1 Y B˚Eqq Ñ 0, H n´1pBAk;tq ÑH n´1pB˚Eq for a.e. t P p0, 1
2
q.
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This new one-sided approximation for sets of finite perimeter is sufficient
to obtain the Gauss-Green formula for vector fields F P DM8loc. Indeed, we
have
|divF | !H n´1,
as first observed by Chen-Frid [11] (also see [14, 56]), which implies
divF pAk;tq Ñ divF pE1q for a.e. t P p 12 , 1q,
divF pAk;tq Ñ divF pE1 Y B˚Eq for a.e. t P p0, 12 q.
This allows us to obtain the interior and exterior Gauss-Green formulas over
sets of finite perimeters (see [14, Theorem 5.2]).
Our focus in this paper is on the Gauss-Green formulas for DMp fields,
i.e., unbounded weakly differentiable vector fields in Lp whose distributional
divergences are Radon measures. It has been shown that, for F P DMp with
1 ď p ă 8, the Radon measure divF is no longer absolutely continuous
with respect to H n´1 in general. Indeed, it is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Sobolev and relative p1–capacities if p ě nn´1 , and can be even
a Dirac measure if 1 ď p ă nn´1 (see [56, Theorem 3.2, Example 3.3], [14,
Lemma 2.25], and [48, Theorem 2.8]). Thus, a new way of approximating the
integration domains entirely from the interior and the exterior separately is
required, since we cannot rely anymore on the approximation described above,
as in [14].
A second approach to approximate a domain U is to employ the standard
distance function and define
Uε :“ tx P U : distpx, BUq ą εu;
see [57, Theorem 2.4]. In this case, since distpx, BUq is only Lipschitz con-
tinuous for the domains with less than the C2–regularity, the coarea formula
implies that tx P U : distpx, BUq “ εu is just a set of finite perimeter, for
almost every ε ą 0; see §5. In §7, we also use a regularized distance ρ, which
is C8, introduced by Lieberman [41] for the Lipschitz domains and developed
further to the C0–domains by Ball-Zarnescu [7]. For these domains, smooth
approximations are obtained, since ρ´1pεq is smooth for any ε ą 0. Thus, the
use of the distance functions provides an interior smooth approximation sat-
isfying divF pUεq Ñ divF pUq even for unbounded divergence-measure fields.
As for the exterior approximation, we consider the sets:
Uε :“ tx P Rn : distpx, Uq ă εu,
which clearly satisfy similar properties as Uε. Indeed, we will unify the expo-
sition by defining the signed distance d from BU and its regularized version
analogously in §5.
Another motivation of this paper is from a result of Schuricht [53, Theorem
5.20], where it is proved that, for any F P DM1locpΩq and any compact set
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K Ť Ω, the normal trace functional can be represented as an average on the
one-sided tubular neighborhoods of BK in the sense that
divF pKq “ lim
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
KεzK
F ¨ νdK dx, (1.2)
where Kε “ tx P Ω : distpx,Kq ď εu, and νdKpxq “ ∇xdistpx,Kq is a unit
vector forL n–a.e. x P Ω such that distpx,Kq ą 0. This last property says that
νdK is a sort of generalization of the exterior normal. It is clear that Kε Ă Kε1
if ε ă ε1 and that Şεą0Kε “ K, which implies that divF pKεq Ñ divF pKq.
Therefore, this approach is similar to the one of the exterior approximation
Uε of a bounded open set U . In §5, we use this approach as a starting point
by differentiating under the integral sign before passing to the limit in ε, so
that we can obtain a boundary integral on the right-hand side.
The classical Gauss-Green formula for Lipschitz vector fields F over sets of
finite perimeter was proved first by De Giorgi [22, 23] and Federer [29, 30], and
by Burago-Maz’ya [8, 44] and Vol’pert [62, 63] for F in the class of functions
of bounded variation (BV ). The Gauss-Green formula for vector fields F P
L8 with divF P M was first investigated by Anzellotti in [4, Theorem 1.9]
and [5] on bounded Lipschitz domains, and his methods were then exploited
by Ambrosio-Crippa-Maniglia [1], Kawohl-Schuricht [38], Leondardi-Saracco
[40], and Scheven-Schmidt [50–52]. Independently, motivated by the problems
arising from the theory of hyperbolic conservation laws, Chen-Frid [11] first
introduced the approach of defining the interior normal traces on the boundary
of a Lipschitz deformable set as the limits of the classical normal traces over
the boundaries of the interior approximations of the set, in which the Gauss-
Green formulas hold. One of the main objectives of this paper is to develop this
approach further for unbounded vector fields to understand the interior normal
traces of divergence-measure fields on the boundary of general open sets, and to
show the existence of regular Lipschitz deformations introduced in [11]. Even
though, locally, we always have the natural regular Lipschitz deformation:
Ψpyˆ, tq “ pyˆ, γpyˆq` tq for γ as in Definition 2.5 and yˆ “ py1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yn´1q, it may
not be possible to extend this deformation globally to BU in such a way to
satisfy Definition 2.5 in general.
Later, the Gauss-Green formulas over sets of finite perimeter for DM8–
fields were proved in Chen-Torres [13], Sˇilhavy´ [56], and Chen-Torres-Ziemer
[14]. Subsequent generalizations of these formulas were given by Comi-Payne
[16], Comi-Magnani [15], and Crasta-De Cicco [18, 19]. We refer [16, 20] for a
more detailed exposition of the history of Gauss-Green formulas.
The case of divergence-measure vector fields in Lp, p ‰ 8, has been studied
in Chen-Frid [12] over Lipschitz deformable boundaries and in Sˇilhavy´ [57] for
open sets. The main focus of this paper is to obtain the Gauss-Green formulas
by using the limit of the classical traces over appropriate approximations of
the domain, instead of representing it as the averaging over neighborhoods
of the boundaries of the domain as in Chen-Frid [12] and Sˇilhavy´ [57]. Even
though a representation of the normal trace similar to the one in this paper
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can also be found in Frid [31], it is required in [31] that the boundary of the
domain is Lipschitz deformable. In §8, we show that this last condition can
actually be removed.
Degiovanni-Marzocchi-Musesti in [25] and later Schuricht in [53] sought to
prove the existence of normal traces under weak regularity hypotheses in order
to achieve a representation formula for Cauchy fluxes, contact interactions,
and forces in the context of the foundation of continuum physics. The Gauss-
Green formulas obtained in [25, 53] are valid for F P DMppΩq for any p ě 1,
but are applicable only to sets U Ă Ω which lie in a suitable subalgebra of
sets of finite perimeter related to the particular representative of F . One of
our objectives in this paper is to use the representation of the normal traces
as the limits of classical normal traces on smooth boundaries to obtain an
analogous representation for the contact interactions and the Cauchy fluxes
on the boundaries of any general open set.
This paper is organized in the following way: In §2, some basic notions and
facts on the BV theory and DMp–fields are recalled. In §3, we establish some
product rules between DMp–fields and suitable scalar functions, including
continuous bounded scalar functions with gradient in Lp
1
for any 1 ď p ď
8, which has not been stated explicitly in the literature to the best of our
knowledge. In §4, we investigate the distributional definition of the normal
trace functional and its relation with the product rule between DMp–fields
and characteristic functions of Borel measurable sets. We also provide some
necessary and sufficient conditions under which the normal trace of a DMp–
field can be represented by a Radon measure. In §5, we describe the properties
of the level sets of the signed distance function from a closed set and their
applications in the proof of the Gauss-Green formulas for general open sets.
As a byproduct, we obtain generalized Green’s identities and other sufficient
conditions under which the normal trace of a divergence-measure field can be
represented by a Radon measure on the boundary of an open set in §5–6. In §7,
we show the existence of interior and exterior smooth approximations for U and
U respectively, where U is a general open set, together with their corresponding
Gauss-Green formulas. In the case of C0 domains U , we employ the results
of Ball-Zarnescu [7] to find smooth interior and exterior approximations of U
and U in an explicit way. Indeed, we are able to write the interior and exterior
normal traces as the limits of the classical normal traces on the superlevel
sets of a regularized distance introduced in [7, 41]. In §8, we employ Ball-
Zarnescu’s theorem [7, Theorem 5.1] to show that any Lipschitz domain U is
actually Lipschitz deformable in the sense of Chen-Frid (cf. Definition 2.5).
In addition, we recall the previous approximation theory for open sets with
Lipschitz boundary developed by Necˇas [45, 46] and Verchota [60, 61] to give
a more explicit representation of a particular bi-Lipschitz deformation Ψpx, tq,
which is also regular in the sense that
lim
tÑ0`
JBUΨt “ 1 in L1pBU ;H n´1q,
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where Ψtpxq “ Ψpx, tq, and JBU denotes the tangential Jacobian. Finally, in
§9, based on the theory of normal traces for DMp–fields obtained as the
limit of classical normal traces on smooth approximations or deformations, we
introduce the notion of Cauchy fluxes as functionals defined on the boundaries
of general bounded open sets for the rigorous mathematical formulation of the
physical principle of balance law involving discontinuities and singularities, and
show that the Cauchy fluxes can be represented by corresponding divergence-
measure fields.
2 Basic Notations and Divergence-Measure Fields
In this section, for self-containedness, we first present some basic notations
and known facts in geometric measure theory and elementary properties of
divergence-measure fields.
In what follows, Ω is an open set in Rn, which is called a domain if it is
also connected, and MpΩq is the space of all Radon measures in Ω. Unless
otherwise stated, Ă and Ď are equivalent. We denote by E Ť Ω a set E whose
closure E is a compact set inside Ω, by E˚ the topological interior of E, and
by BE its topological boundary.
To establish the interior and exterior normal traces in §5 later, we need
to use the following classical coarea formula (cf. [27, §3.4, Theorem 1 and
Proposition 3]):
Theorem 2.1 Let u : Rn Ñ R be Lipschitz. Thenż
A
|∇u|dx “
ż
R
H n´1pAX u´1ptqqdt for any Ln–measurable set A.
(2.1)
In addition, if essinf|∇u| ą 0, and g : Rn Ñ R is L n–summable, then g|u´1ptq
is H n´1–summable for L 1–a.e. t P R andż
tuątu
g dx “
ż 8
t
ż
tu“su
g
|∇u| dH
n´1 ds for any t P R.
In particular, for any t P R and h ě 0 such that set tu “ t ` hu is negligible
with respect to the measure g dx,ż
ttăuăt`hu
g dx “
ż t`h
t
ż
tu“su
g
|∇u| dH
n´1 ds. (2.2)
In the case that g : Rn Ñ Rn is L n–summable, the same results follow for
each component gi, i “ 1, . . . , n.
The notions of functions of bounded variation (BV ) and sets of finite
perimeter will also be used.
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Definition 2.1 A function u P L1pΩq is a function of bounded variation in Ω,
written as u P BV pΩq, if its distributional gradient Du is a finite Rn–vector
valued Radon measure on Ω. We say that u is of locally bounded variation in
Ω, written as u P BVlocpΩq, if the restriction of u to every open set U Ť Ω is
in BV pUq. A measurable set E Ă Ω is said to be a set of finite perimeter in Ω
if χE P BV pΩq and said to be of locally finite perimeter in Ω if χE P BVlocpΩq.
It is well known that the topological boundary of a set of finite perimeter
E can be very irregular, since it may even have positive Lebesgue measure.
On the other hand, De Giorgi [23] discovered a suitable subset of BE of finite
H n´1–measure on which |DχE | is concentrated.
Definition 2.2 Let E be a set of locally finite perimeter in Ω. The reduced
boundary of E, denoted by B˚E, is defined as the set of all x P suppp|DχE |qXΩ
such that the limit:
νEpxq :“ lim
rÑ0
DχEpBpx, rqq
|DχE |pBpx, rqq
exists in Rn and satisfies
|νEpxq| “ 1.
The function νE : B˚E Ñ Sn´1 is called the measure-theoretic unit interior
normal to E.
The reason for which νE is seen as a generalized interior normal lies in the
approximate tangential properties of the reduced boundary (cf. [2, Theorem
3.59]). Indeed, EXBpx, εq is asymptotically close to the half ball ty : py´xq ¨
νEpxq ě 0u XBpx, εq as εÑ 0, and
|DχE | “H n´1 B˚E. (2.3)
It is a well-known result from the BV theory (cf. [2, Corollary 3.80]) that
every function u of bounded variation admits a representative that is the
pointwise limit H n´1–a.e. of any mollification of u and coincides H n´1–a.e.
with the precise representative u˚:
u˚pxq :“
$&% limrÑ0
1
|Bpx, rq|
ż
Bpx,rq
upyqdy if this limit exists,
0 otherwise.
In particular, if u “ χE for some set of finite perimeter E, then χE˚ “ 12 onB˚E H n´1–a.e.
We state now the generalization of the coarea formula for functions of
bounded variation, which indeed shows an important connection between BV
functions and sets of finite perimeter; see [2, Theorem 3.40] for a more detailed
statement and proof.
Theorem 2.2 If u P BV pΩq, then, for L 1–a.e. s P R, set tu ą su is of finite
perimeter in Ω and
|Du|pΩq “
ż 8
´8
|Dχtuąsu|pΩqds.
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We recall now the definition of divergence-measure fields, the main object
of study of this paper.
Definition 2.3 A vector field F P LppΩ;Rnq for some 1 ď p ď 8 is called a
divergence-measure field, denoted as F P DMppΩq, if its distributional diver-
gence divF is a real finite Radon measure on Ω. A vector field F is a locally
divergence-measure field, denoted as F P DMplocpΩq, if the restriction of F to
U is in DMppUq for any U Ť Ω open.
These vector fields have been widely studied in the last two decades; for
a general theory, we refer mainly to [1, 11–14, 16, 31, 32, 53, 56, 57] and the
references cited therein.
We recall that Lipschitz functions with compact support can be used as test
functions in the definition of distributional divergence, since C8c pΩq functions
are dense in LipcpΩq, the space of Lipschitz functions with compact support
in Ω.
Finally, we introduce two definitions, which are required in §8, in order
that the results on the smooth approximation of domains of class C0 by Ball-
Zarnescu [7] can be employed to show that the boundary of any bounded
Lipschitz domain is Lipschitz deformable in the sense of Chen-Frid [11, 12].
Definition 2.4 Let Ω Ă Rn be a domain of class C0. For a point P P Rn,
define a good direction at P , with respect to a ball BpP, δq with δ ą 0 and
BpP, δq X BΩ ‰ H, to be a vector ν P Sn´1 such that there is an orthonormal
coordinate system Y “ py1, ynq “ py1, y2, ...yn´1, ynq with origin at point P
so that ν “ en is the unit vector in the yn–direction which, together with a
continuous function f : Rn´1 Ñ R (depending on P , ν, and δ), satisfies
Ω XBpP, δq “ ty P Rn : yn ą fpy1q, |y| ă δu.
We say that ν is a good direction at P if it is a good direction with respect to
some ball BpP, δq with BpP, δq X BΩ ‰ 0. If P P BΩ, then a good direction ν
at P is called a pseudonormal at P .
Definition 2.5 Let Ω be an open subset in Rn. We say that BΩ is a de-
formable Lipschitz boundary, provided that the following hold:
(i). For each x P BΩ, there exist r ą 0 and a Lipschitz mapping γ : Rn´1 Ñ R
such that, upon rotating and relabeling the coordinate axis if necessary,
Ω XQpx, rq “ ty P Rn : yn ą γpy1, ..., yn´1qu XQpx, rq,
where Qpx, rq “ ty P Rn : |yi ´ xi| ď r, i “ 1, ..., nu.
(ii). There exists a map Ψ : BΩ ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Ω such that Ψ is a bi-Lipschitz
homeomorphism over its image and Ψp¨, 0q ” Id, where Id is the identity
map over BΩ. Denote BΩτ “ ΨpBΩˆtτuq for τ P p0, 1s, and denote Ωτ the
open subset of Ω whose boundary is BΩτ . We call Ψ a Lipschitz deformation
of BΩ.
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The Lipschitz deformation is regular if
lim
τÑ0`
JBΩΨτ “ 1 in L1pBΩ;H n´1q, (2.4)
where Ψτ pxq “ Ψpx, τq, and JBΩ denotes the tangential Jacobian.
3 Product Rules between Divergence-Measure Fields and Suitable
Scalar Functions
In this section, we give some new product rules between DMp–fields and
suitable scalar functions. We start by proving a product rule for vector fields
in DMp for any 1 ď p ď 8, which is the explicit formulation of a particular
case of the product rule for DMp–fields stated in [12, Theorem 3.2].
From now on, as customary, we always use a standard mollifier:
η P C8c pBp0, 1qq radially symmetric, with η ě 0 and
ş
Bp0,1q ηpxqdx “ 1,
(3.1)
and
ηεpxq :“ 1
εn
ηpx
ε
q. (3.2)
Proposition 3.1 If F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq
with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq for p1 “ pp´1 , then
φF P DMppΩq,
and
divpφF q “ φ divF ` F ¨∇φ. (3.3)
Proof It is clear that φF P LppΩ;Rnq.
We first consider the case 1 ă p ď 8. Take φε :“ φ˚ηε, where ηε is defined
in (3.2). Then φε Ñ φ uniformly on compact subsets of Ω, and ∇φε Ñ ∇φ in
Lp
1
locpΩ;Rnq.
For any test function ψ P C1c pΩq, we haveż
Ω
φεF ¨∇ψ dx “
ż
Ω
F ¨∇pφεψqdx´
ż
Ω
ψF ¨∇φε dx (3.4)
“ ´
ż
Ω
ψφε ddivF ´
ż
Ω
ψF ¨∇φε dx.
We can now pass to the limit as ε Ñ 0 to obtain (3.3) in the sense of distri-
butions. On the other hand, it follows thatˇˇˇˇż
Ω
φF ¨∇ψ dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď `}φ}L8pΩq|divF |pΩq`}F }LppΩ;Rnq}∇φ}Lp1 pΩ;Rnq˘}ψ}L8pΩq.
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This shows that divpφF q is a finite Radon measure on Ω, by the density of
C1c pΩq in CcpΩq with respect to the sup norm, and that (3.3) holds in the
sense of Radon measures.
For the case p “ 1, we mollify F instead, since φ P W 1,8pΩq Ă LiplocpΩq.
For any ψ P C1c pΩq, we obtainż
Ω
φFε ¨∇ψ dx “
ż
Ω
Fε ¨∇pφψqdx´
ż
Ω
ψFε ¨∇φdx.
By passing to the limit as εÑ 0, the L1–convergence of Fε to F impliesż
Ω
φF ¨∇ψ dx “
ż
Ω
F ¨∇pφψqdx´
ż
Ω
ψF ¨∇φ dx
“ ´
ż
Ω
ψφddivF ´
ż
Ω
ψF ¨∇φdx.
This shows (3.3) in the sense of distributions for p “ 1. Then we can conclude
by arguing as before.
Remark 3.1 Notice that, if φ P L8pΩq and∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, then φ PW 1,p1loc pΩq.
Thus, if p1 ą n (that is, 1 ď p ă nn´1 ), we do not have to require that
φ P C0pΩq in Proposition 3.1, since this follows by Morrey’s inequality (see
[27, Theorem 3, §4.5.3]).
Proposition 3.1 can be extended to the case p “ 8, by taking g P BV pΩqX
L8pΩq. Indeed, a product rule between essentially bounded divergence-measure
fields and scalar functions of bounded variation was first proved by Chen-Frid
[11, Theorem 3.1] (also see [31]).
Theorem 3.1 (Chen-Frid [11]) Let g P BV pΩqXL8pΩq and F P DM8pΩq.
Then gF P DM8pΩq and
divpgF q “ g˚divF ` F ¨Dg (3.5)
in the sense of Radon measures on Ω, where g˚ is the precise representative
of g, and F ¨Dg is a Radon measure, which is the weak-star limit of F ¨∇gε
for the mollification gε :“ g ˚ ηε, and is absolutely continuous with respect to
|Dg|. In addition,
|F ¨Dg| ď }F }L8pΩ;Rnq|Dg|.
One could ask whether it would be possible to obtain a similar result also
for F P DMppΩq, 1 ď p ă 8, by imposing some other assumptions on F
weaker than the essential boundedness. It is obvious that gF P LppΩq and
that divpgF q is a distribution of order 1, by definition; hence one should look
for conditions under which it can be extended to a linear continuous functional
on CcpΩq.
Our investigation is motivated by the following example, where g is the
characteristic function of a set of finite perimeter E, and F is a vector field in
DMploc, 1 ď p ă 2, which is unbounded on B˚E.
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Example 3.1 Let n “ 2, g “ χp0,1q2 , and
F px1, x2q “ 1
2pi
px1, x2q
x21 ` x22
,
which implies that divF “ δp0,0q. Then gF P DMplocpR2q for any 1 ď p ă 2
with
divpgF q “ 1
4
δp0,0q ` pF , Dgq, (3.6)
where
pF , Dgqpφq :“ ´ 1
2pi
ˆż 1
0
φpx1, 1q
1` x21
dx1 `
ż 1
0
φp1, x2q
1` x22
dx2
˙
for any φ P CcpR2q.
(3.7)
This pairing functional can also be regarded as a principal value in the sense
that
pF , Dgqpφq “ lim
εÑ0
ż
Bp0,1q2zBp0,εq
φF ¨ νp0,1q2 dH 1,
so that |pF , Dgq| ! |Dg| “H 1 B˚p0, 1q2. Moreover, term 14δp0,0q comes from
the fact that g˚p0q “ 14 (i.e. the value of the precise representative of g at the
origin).
In order to prove these claims, we take φ P C1c pR2q to seeż
R2
gF ¨∇φ dx “ lim
εÑ0
ż
p0,1q2zBp0,εq
F ¨∇φdx
“ lim
εÑ0
ˆ
´
ż
Bp0,1q2zBp0,εq
φF ¨ νp0,1q2 dH 1
´
ż
BBp0,εqXtx1ą0,x2ą0u
φpx1, x2q 1
2pi
px1, x2q
x21 ` x22
¨ px1, x2qa
x21 ` x22
dH 1
˙
“ ´ 1
2pi
lim
εÑ0
ˆż 1
ε
φpx1, 0q px1, 0q
x21
¨ p0, 1qdx1 `
ż 1
ε
φp0, x2q p0, x2q
x22
¨ p1, 0qdx2
`
ż 1
0
φp1, x2q p1, x2q
1` x22
¨ p´1, 0qdx2 `
ż 1
0
φpx1, 1q px1, 1q
x21 ` 1
¨ p0,´1qdx1
`
ż pi
2
0
φpε cos θ, ε sin θqdθ
˙
“ 1
2pi
ˆż 1
0
φpx1, 1q
1` x21
dx1 `
ż 1
0
φp1, x2q
1` x22
dx2
˙
´ 1
4
φp0, 0q.
This shows that divpgF q is a distribution of order 0, so that it is a measure,
since it can be uniquely extended to a functional on CcpR2q by density.
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In addition, for any φ P C0pr0, 1s2q with ∇φ P Lp1pp0, 1q2q for some p P
r1, 2q, the following integration by parts formula holds:ż
p0,1q2
px1, x2q
x21 ` x22
¨∇φpx1, x2qdx1 dx2 ` pi
2
φp0, 0q
“
ż 1
0
φpx1, 1q
1` x21
dx1 `
ż 1
0
φp1, x2q
1` x22
dx2. (3.8)
Indeed, since χp0,1q2F P DMppR2q for any p P r1, 2q, then (3.3) yields
divpφχp0,1q2F q “ φdivpχp0,1q2F q ` χp0,1q2F ¨∇φ,
which, by (3.6), implies
divpφχp0,1q2F q “ 14φp0, 0qδp0,0q ` φpF , Dχp0,1q2q ` χp0,1q2F ¨∇φ. (3.9)
Finally, (3.8) follows by evaluating (3.9) over R2, using the fact that φχp0,1q2F
has compact support to obtain divpφχp0,1q2F qpR2q “ 0 by [16, Lemma 3.1],
and employing (3.7).
In this example, the cancellations between F and νp0,1q2 play a crucial role
in order to ensure the existence of a measure given by the pairing of F and
Dg.
Indeed, we can impose the existence of such a measure in order to achieve
a more general product rule.
Theorem 3.2 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let g P L8pΩqXBV pΩq.
Assume that there exists a measure pF , Dgq P MpΩq such that Fε ¨ Dg á
pF , Dgq for any mollification Fε of F . Then
gF P DMppΩq,
and
divpgF q “ rg divF ` pF , Dgq, (3.10)
where rg P L8pΩ, |divF |q is the weak˚–limit of a suitable subsequence of molli-
fied functions gε of g, which satisfies rgpxq “ g˚pxq whenever g˚ is well defined.
In addition,
|pF , Dgq| !H n´1 if p “ 8,
and, if p P “ nn´1 ,8˘,
|pF , Dgq|pBq “ 0 for any Borel set B with σ–finite H n´p1 measure.
Proof It is clear that gF P LppΩ;Rnq. We now divide the remaining proof into
two steps.
1. In order to show (3.10), we take any mollification gε “ g ˚ ηε with ηε
defined in (3.2). Then we select φ P LipcpΩq to obtainż
Ω
gεF ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
Ω
φgε ddivF ´
ż
Ω
φF ¨∇gε dx. (3.11)
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Since gε Ñ g in Lp1locpΩq, we haveż
Ω
gεF ¨∇φ dxÑ
ż
Ω
gF ¨∇φ dx as εÑ 0. (3.12)
Notice that |gεpxq| ď }g}L8pΩq for any x P Ω. Then there exists a weak˚–limitrg P L8pΩ, |divF |q for a suitable subsequence tgεku so that rg coincides with the
precise representative g˚ whenever this is well defined. Therefore, we obtainż
Ω
φgε ddivF Ñ
ż
Ω
φrg ddivF (3.13)
up to a subsequence. As for the last term, we haveż
Ω
φpxqF pxq ¨∇gεpxqdx “
ż
Ω
pφF qεpyq ¨ dDgpyq. (3.14)
By the uniform continuity of φ, for any δ ą 0 and x P Ω, there exists ε0 ą 0
such that |φpyq ´ φpxq| ă η for any y P Bpx, εq and ε P p0, ε0q. Since φ has
compact support in Ω, we can also assume that Bpx, εq Ă Ω without loss of
generality. This impliesˇˇpφF qεpxq ´ φpxqFεpxqˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇż
Ω
`
φpyq ´ φpxq˘F pyqηεpx´ yqdy ˇˇˇˇ
ď δ
ż
Bp0,1q
|F px` εzq|ηpzqdz
ď δ}η}Lp1 pBp0,1qq}F }LppΩ;Rnq.
Hence, it follows thatż
Ω
pφF qεpyq ¨ dDgpyq “
ż
Ω
φpyqFεpyq ¨ dDgpyq ` oεp1q. (3.15)
Now we use our assumption on sequence Fε to obtainż
Ω
φpyqFεpyq ¨ dDgpyq Ñ
ż
Ω
φpyqdpF , Dgqpyq. (3.16)
Combining (3.11)–(3.16), we conclude that rg is actually unique and that (3.10)
holds. In particular, we see that divpgF q P MpΩq, which implies that gF P
DMppΩq.
2. As for the absolute continuity property of pF , Dgq, we notice that
pF , Dgq “ divpgF q ´ rg divF
and F , gF P DMppΩq. We recall now that |divF | ` |divpgF q| ! H n´1 if
p “ 8 (see [11, Proposition 3.1] and [56, Theorem 3.2]) and that, if p P
r nn´1 ,8q, |divF |pBq “ |divpgF q|pBq “ 0 for any Borel set B with σ–finite
H n´p1 measure, by [56, Theorem 3.2]. This concludes the proof.
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It seems to be delicate to characterize the cases in which measure pF , Dgq
does exist and the absolute continuity, i.e. |pF , Dgq| ! |Dg| holds as in Ex-
ample 3.1. We give here a partial result.
Corollary 3.1 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let g P L8pΩq X
BV pΩq. Assume that there exists rF P L8locpΩ, |Dg|;Rnq such that Fε á˚ rF
in L8locpΩ, |Dg|;Rnq, where Fε “ F ˚ ηε is the mollification of F . Then gF P
DMplocpΩq and
divpgF q “ rg divF ` rF ¨Dg,
where rg P L8pΩ; |divF |q is the weak˚–limit of a subsequence of gε so thatrgpxq “ g˚pxq, whenever g˚ is well defined. In addition, for any open set U Ť Ω,
| rF ¨Dg| U ď inf
UŤU 1ŤΩ
U 1 open
}F }L8pU 1;Rnq |Dg| U. (3.17)
Proof The first part of the result follows directly from Theorem 3.2, since
the assumptions imply that Fε ¨ Dg á pF , Dgq “ rF ¨ Dg. Moreover, sincerF P L8locpΩ, |Dg|;Rnq, we have
| rF ¨Dg| ď } rF }L8pU,|Dg|;Rnq|Dg| on any open set U Ť Ω.
Finally, since |Fεpxq| ď }F }L8pU`Bp0,εq;Rnq for any x P U , then, for any open
set U 1 satisfying U Ť U 1 Ť Ω, the lower semicontinuity of the L8–norm with
respect to the weak˚–convergence implies
} rF }L8pU,|Dg|;Rnq ď lim inf
εÑ0 supxPU
|Fεpxq| ď }F }L8pU 1;Rnq.
By taking the infimum over U 1, we obtain (3.17).
Remark 3.2 The assumptions on F are satisfied in the case F P C0pΩ;Rnq,
for which rF “ F .
If F P L8locpΩ;Rnq, then, for any open set Ω1 Ť Ω,
|Fεpxq| ď }F }L8pΩ1`Bp0,εq;Rnq for any x P Ω1.
Thus, by weak˚–compactness, there exists rF P L8locpΩ, |Dg|;Rnq such that
Fε á˚ rF in L8locpΩ, |Dg|;Rnq, up to a subsequence. This implies the result of
Corollary 3.1 again. Moreover, since |divF | ! H n´1, by [56, Theorem 3.2],
we can conclude rg “ g˚ |divF |–a.e.
since the precise representative of a BV function g exists H n´1–a.e. In addi-
tion, by the product rule established in Theorem 3.1, we obtain the identity:rF ¨Dg “ F ¨Dg.
Thus, if νg is the Borel vector field such that Dg “ νg|Dg|, then
F ¨Dg “ p rF ¨ νgq|Dg|.
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That is, rF ¨ νg is the density of measure F ¨Dg with respect to |Dg|.
Finally, the assumption that F P L8locpΩ;Rnq can be relaxed to F P
L8locpU ;Rnq, for some open set U Ą suppp|Dg|q. Indeed, this implies that Fε is
uniformly bounded in L8pU 1, |Dg|;Rnq, for any open set U 1 Ť U and ε small
enough, which ensures the existence of a weak˚–limit rF P L8locpU, |Dg|;Rnq,
up to a subsequence.
On the other hand, we have seen that there are some examples of un-
bounded and discontinuous DMp–fields which admit a product rule of this
type, as in Example 3.1. Moreover, there exists an unbounded DMp–field G
and a set of finite perimeter E for which a product rule holds, but |pG, DχEq|
is not absolutely continuous with respect to |DχE |, as shown in the following
example.
Example 3.2 Let n “ 2, E “ p0, 1q2, and F as in Example 3.1. We have shown
that χEF P DMplocpR2q for any p P r1, 2q and that
divpχEF q “ 1
4
δp0,0q ` pF , DχEq, (3.18)
by (3.6). Let now G :“ χEF . It is clear that χEG “ G so that divpχEGq P
MpR2q. Let ηεpxq be the mollifiers defined in (3.1)–(3.2), and let φ P C1c pR2q.
A simple calculation shows thatż
R2
pηε ˚ χEqG ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
R2
φpηε ˚ χEqddivG´
ż
R2
φG ¨∇pηε ˚ χEqdx.
By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we haveż
R2
pηε ˚ χEqG ¨∇φdxÑ
ż
R2
χEG ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
R2
φ ddivpχEGq,
and ż
R2
φpηε ˚ χEqddivG “
ż
R2
φpηε ˚ χEqd
`1
4
δp0,0q ` pF , DχEq
˘
Ñ 1
16
φp0, 0q `
ż
B˚E
1
2
φdpF , DχEq,
since |pF , DχEq| ! |DχE | and χE˚p0, 0q “ 14 . This and the density of C1c pR2q
in C0c pR2q show that G ¨ ∇pηε ˚ χEq is weakly converging to some measure
pG, DχEq that satisfies
divpχEGq “ 1
16
δp0,0q ` 12 pF , DχEq ` pG, DχEq. (3.19)
However, it is clear that divpχEGq “ divG “ divpχEF q. Therefore, (3.18)–
(3.19) imply
pG, DχEq “ 3
16
δp0,0q ` 12 pF , DχEq. (3.20)
Therefore, |pG, DχEq| ! |DχE | “ H 1 B˚E does not hold, since there is a
concentration at p0, 0q.
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4 Regularity of Normal Traces of Divergence-Measure Fields
In this section, we investigate the connection between these product rules and
the representation of the normal trace of the DMp–field as a Radon measure.
We first introduce the notion of generalized normal trace of a DMp–field
F on the boundary of a Borel set E, which has indeed a close relation with
the product rule between F and χE .
Definition 4.1 Given F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and a bounded Borel set
E Ă Ω, define the normal trace of F on BE as
xF ¨ ν, φyBE :“
ż
E
φddivF `
ż
E
F ¨∇φ dx for any φ P LipcpRnq. (4.1)
Remark 4.1 Since divF is a Radon measure, any Borel set E is |divF |–measurable.
Moreover, for any |divF |–measurable set E, there is a Borel set B Ą E such
that |divF |pBzEq “ 0, so that there exists a |divF |–negligible set NE with
NE “ BzE. Therefore, if NE is Lebesgue measurable, then E is admissible for
the definition of normal traces.
Furthermore, by the definition, the normal trace of F P DMppΩq on the
boundary of a bounded Borel set E Ă Ω is a distribution of order 1 on Rn,
since
| xF ¨ ν, φyBE | ď }φ}L8pRnq|divF |pEq ` }∇φ}L8pRn;Rnq|E|1´
1
p }F }LppE;Rnq
for any φ P C1c pRnq. Moreover, the normal trace is not stable a priori under
the modifications of E by Lebesgue negligible sets. Indeed, if rE is any Borel
set such that |E∆ rE| “ 0, then, unless |divF | ! L n, we may obtain that
|divF |pE∆ rEq ‰ 0, even though the second terms in (4.1) are equal.
Therefore, the normal trace depends on the particular Borel representative
of set E, not even only on BE. Indeed, if U Ă Ω is an open set with smooth
boundary, then BU “ BU ; however, when |divF |pBUq ‰ 0, the normal traces
of F on the boundary of U and U are different in general.
Remark 4.2 By the definition of normal traces, we have
xF ¨ ν, φyBE “ divpφF qpEq.
Therefore, Theorem 3.1 implies that, if F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8,
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE as a functional can be extended to the space of test functions
φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq such that ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq. Under such conditions, we
can also take any Borel set E Ă Ω, since
| xF ¨ ν, φyBE | ď }φ}L8pΩq|divF |pEq ` }∇φ}Lp1 pΩ;Rnq}F }LppE;Rnq.
Therefore, if F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and E is a Borel set in Ω, then the
normal trace xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE can be extended to a functional in the dual of
tφ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq : ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnqu.
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Proposition 4.1 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8. Then the normal trace of
F on the boundary of a bounded Borel set E Ă Ω is a distribution of order 1
supported on BE.
Proof Let V Ť ΩzBE and φ P C1c pV q. We need to show that xF ¨ ν, φyBE “ 0.
Since φF P DMppΩq and supppφF q Ă V , then supppdivpφF qq Ă V . From
this, it follows that
xF ¨ ν, φyBE “ divpφF qpEq “ divpφF qpV X E˚q.
We may assume that E˚ ‰ H (otherwise, there is nothing to prove) and V Ă E˚,
without loss of generality. Then [16, Lemma 3.1] implies that divpφF qpV q “ 0
so that xF ¨ ν, φyBE “ divpφF qpV q “ 0.
Remark 4.3 Given F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, then, for any Borel set E in
Ω, the following locality property for the normal trace functional holds:
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE “ ´xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpΩzEq
in the sense of distributions on Ω.
Indeed, given any φ P C1c pΩq, φF P DMppΩq by Proposition 3.1, andż
Ω
φddivF `
ż
Ω
F ¨∇φ dx “ divpφF qpΩq “ 0
by [16, Lemma 3.1], since supppφF q is compact in Ω. Thenż
E
φddivF `
ż
E
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
ΩzE
φ ddivF ´
ż
ΩzE
F ¨∇φdx.
Theorem 4.1 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let E Ă Ω be a bounded
Borel set. Then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE “ χEdivF ´ divpχEF q (4.2)
in the sense of distributions on Ω. Thus, xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE PMpBEq if and only if
divpχEF q PMpΩq; that is, χEF P DMppΩq. In addition, if xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE is a
measure, then
(i) | xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE | !H n´1 BE, if p “ 8;
(ii) | xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE |pBq “ 0 for any Borel set B Ă BE with σ–finite H n´p
1
mea-
sure, if nn´1 ď p ă 8.
Proof By Proposition 4.1, the support of distribution xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE is BE. As for
the equivalence, we notice that
xF ¨ ν, φyBE ´
ż
E
φ ddivF “
ż
E
F ¨∇φdx “
ż
Ω
χEF ¨∇φdx
for any φ P LipcpΩq. This implies (4.2) in the sense of distributions. Since
divF PMpΩq, it follows that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE PMpBEq if and only if divpχEF q P
MpΩq, by the density of LipcpΩq in CcpΩq with respect to the supremum
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norm. Since χEF P LppΩ;Rnq, then divpχEF q PMpΩq implies that χEF P
DMppΩq. As for the absolute continuity properties of the normal trace mea-
sure, we argue as those in the end of the proof of Theorem 3.2, by employing
(4.2) and [56, Theorem 3.2].
We now employ (4.2) to show the relation between xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE and xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE
for any another Borel representative rE, with respect to the Lebesgue measure,
of a given bounded Borel set E.
Proposition 4.2 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let E, rE Ă Ω be
bounded Borel sets such that |E∆ rE| “ 0. Then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE “ pχEz rE ´ χ rEzEqdivF , (4.3)
which means that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE PMpΩq, and
| xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE | “ χE∆ rE |divF |. (4.4)
In particular, if U is an open bounded set in Ω with |BU | “ 0, then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ χBU divF . (4.5)
Proof Since |E∆ rE| “ 0, divpχEF q “ divpχ rEF q in the sense of distributions.
Thus, by subtracting (4.2) for rE from the same identity with E, we obtain
(4.3). Then we see that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE PMpΩq and (4.4). Finally,
if U is open bounded set with |BU | “ 0, (4.5) follows from (4.3) with E “ U
and rE “ U .
Remark 4.4 While divpχEF q is not a Radon measure in general, we can em-
ploy (4.2) to obtain some information on its restriction to some particular sets.
Indeed, since xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE is supported on BE, by Proposition 4.1, it suffices to
restrict (4.2) to BE and E˚ to obtain
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE “ χEXBEdivF ´ divpχEF q BE, divF E˚ ´ divpχEF q E˚ “ 0.
In particular, this means that divpχEF q E˚ “ divF E˚, so that this restric-
tion is a Radon measure for any F P DMppΩq and bounded Borel set E in
Ω. In addition, if U is an open bounded set in Ω, then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ ´divpχUF q BU.
We now state a particular result concerning the sets of finite perimeter and
the case p “ 8, which gathers much of the known theory (see [14, 16]). It also
provides a generalization of the Gauss-Green formulas by allowing for scalar
functions φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P L1locpΩ;Rnq. Such a result can be seen as a
particular case of [18, Theorem 5.1], when Ω “ Rn.
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First, we need to recall the definitions of both measure-theoretic interior
and measure-theoretic boundary of a measurable set E:
E1 :“
!
x P Rn : lim
rÑ0
|Bpx, rq X E|
|Bpx, rq| “ 1
)
, BmE :“ RnzpE1 Y pRnzEq1q.
By Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem, it follows that |E∆E1| “ 0 and |BmE| “
0. By [27, Lemma 5.9, §5.11], E1 and BmE are Borel measurable sets.
We notice that, if F P DM8locpΩq, and E Ă Ω is a set of locally finite
perimeter, then B˚E is a |divF |–measurable set. Indeed, B˚E Ă BmE and
H n´1pBmEzB˚Eq “ 0 by [27, Lemma 5.5, §5.8]. This means that BmE “
B˚E YNE for some set NE satisfying H n´1pNEq “ 0. Since |divF | !H n´1
by [11, Proposition 3.1], B˚E is |divF |–measurable, because it is the difference
between the Borel set BmE and the |divF |–negligible set NE . This means
that, if F P DM8locpΩq, and E Ă Ω is a set of locally finite perimeter, thenxF ¨ ν, ¨yBE1 and xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpE1YB˚Eq are well defined.
Proposition 4.3 Let F P DM8locpΩq, and let E Ť Ω be a set of finite perime-
ter. Then the normal trace of F on the boundary of any Borel representative rE
of set E is a Radon measure supported on B˚EYp rE∆E1q Ă BE˜. In particular,
if rE “ E1 or rE “ E1 Y B˚E up to H n´1–negligible sets, then
| xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE | !H n´1 B˚E
with density in L8pB˚E;H n´1q. More precisely, for any set E of locally finite
perimeter in Ω and φ P C0pΩq such that ∇φ P L1locpΩ;Rnq and χEφ has
compact support in Ω, thenż
E1
φddivF `
ż
E
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
B˚E
φ pFi ¨ νEqdH n´1, (4.6)ż
E1YB˚E
φddivF `
ż
E
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
B˚E
φ pFe ¨ νEqdH n´1, (4.7)
where pFi ¨ νEq, pFe ¨ νEq P L8locpB˚E;H n´1q are the interior and exterior
normal traces of F , respectively, as introduced in [14, Theorem 5.3].
Proof Assume first that E Ť Ω. By [14, Theorem 5.3] and [16, Theorem 4.2], it
follows that the normal traces on the boundaries of E1 and E1YB˚E are Radon
measures. They are indeed absolutely continuous with respect toH n´1 B˚E
and with densities given by essentially bounded interior and exterior normal
traces: For any φ P LipcpΩq,
xF ¨ ν, φyBE1 “ ´
ż
B˚E
φ pFi ¨ νEqdH n´1,
xF ¨ ν, φyBpE1YB˚Eq “ ´
ż
B˚E
φ pFe ¨ νEqdH n´1.
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These two formulas hold also for any set rE with H n´1p rE∆E1q “ 0
or H n´1p rE∆pE1 Y B˚Eqq “ 0, respectively, since |divF | ! H n´1 if F P
DM8pΩq, by [56, Theorem 3.2].
Let rE be any Borel representative of E with respect to the Lebesgue mea-
sure so that |E∆ rE| “ 0, which implies that rE1 “ E1. By (4.3), we have
xF ¨ ν, φyB rE “ xF ¨ ν, φyBE1`
ż
Ω
φ pχ rEzE1´χE1z rEqddivF for any φ P LipcpΩq.
This shows that xF ¨ ν, ¨yB rE is a Radon measure on B˚EYp rE∆E1q, while this
set is contained in B rE, since r˚E Ă E1 Ă rE, coherently with Proposition 4.1.
Finally, let E be a set of locally finite perimeter in Ω, and let φ P C0pΩq
such that ∇φ P L1locpΩ;Rnq and supppχEφq Ť Ω. Then (4.6)–(4.7) follow from
[16, Theorem 4.2]. Indeed, such equations hold for φ P LiplocpΩq such that
supppχEφq Ă V Ť Ω for some open set V . Thus, we can take any mollification
φε of φ, with ε ą 0 small enough, such that supppχEφεq Ă V . Then we pass
to the limit as εÑ 0 by employing the fact that φε Ñ φ uniformly on V and
∇φε Ñ ∇φ in L1pV ;Rnq. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.5 Given F P DM8locpΩq and a set of locally finite perimeter E Ă Ω,
(4.6)–(4.7) hold for any φ P LipcpΩq. This shows that the normal traces of F
on the portion of the boundaries BE1 X Ω and BpE1 Y B˚Eq X Ω are locally
represented by measures pFi ¨ νEqH n´1 B˚E and pFe ¨ νEqH n´1 B˚E,
respectively.
Remark 4.6 Proposition 4.3 can be seen as a special case of Theorem 4.1,
because of Theorem 3.1. In addition, it shows that the normal trace measures
of F P DM8pΩq on BE1 and BpE1 Y B˚Eq are actually concentrated on
B˚E “ B˚E1 “ B˚pE1 Y B˚Eq, for any set of finite perimeter E Ť Ω.
Moreover, if F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ă 8, the normal trace on BE is not
a measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to H n´1 in general, as
shown in [16, Example 6.1]. However, as we will see in §7, the normal trace on
the boundary of open and closed sets can still be represented as the limit of
the classical normal traces on an approximating family of smooth sets.
Remark 4.7 Theorem 4.1 shows that, in the case of Example 3.1, the normal
trace is a Radon measure on BE, since a product rule holds between
F px1, x2q “ 1
2pi
px1, x2q
x21 ` x22
and χE for E “ p0, 1q2.
Indeed, we have
divpχEF q “ 1
4
δp0,0q ` pF , DχEq
with
pF , DχEqpφq :“ ´ 1
2pi
ˆż 1
0
φpx1, 1q
1` x21
dx1 `
ż 1
0
φp1, x2q
1` x22
dx2
˙
.
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Using (4.2) and p0, 0q R E, it follows that, for any φ P LipcpR2q,
xF ¨ ν, φyBE “
ż
R2
φχE ddivF ´
ż
R2
φddivpχEF q “ ´
ż
R2
φ ddivpχEF q
“ ´1
4
φp0, 0q ´ pF , DχEqpφq.
Therefore, xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE is a Radon measure on BE.
In this example, E is also a set of finite perimeter with E “ E1, but the
normal trace is supported on BE, not only on B˚E, since p0, 0q R B˚E.
Remark 4.8 Theorem 4.1 implies that, if F P DMppΩq does not admit a
normal trace on BE representable by a Radon measure, then χEF R DMppΩq,
even for a set of locally finite perimeter E.
An example of such a vector field was provided by [57, Example 2.5] and
[32, Remark 2.2] as follows:
F px1, x2q :“ p´x2, x1q
x21 ` x22
.
Then F P DMplocpR2q for any 1 ď p ă 2, divF “ 0 on E “ p´1, 1q ˆ p´1, 0q.
For any φ P Lipcpp´1, 1q2q, we haveż
p´1,1q2
χEF ¨∇φ dx1 dx2
“
ż 1
´1
ż 0
´1
1
x21 ` x22
ˆ
´x2 BφBx1 ` x1
Bφ
Bx2
˙
dx2 dx1
“ lim
εÑ0
ˆż ´ε
´1
`
ż 1
ε
˙ż 0
´1
1
x21 ` x22
ˆ
´x2 BφBx1 ` x1
Bφ
Bx2
˙
dx2 dx1
“ lim
εÑ0
"ż 0
´1
x2
ε2 ` x22
`´ φp´ε, x2q ` φpε, x2q˘dx2 ` ˆż ´ε
´1
`
ż 1
ε
˙
φpx1, 0q
x1
dx1
*
“ P.V.
ż 1
´1
φpx1, 0q
x1
dx1,
since the two area integrals are simplified andˇˇˇˇ
lim
εÑ0
ż 0
´1
x2
ε2 ` x22
`´ φp´ε, x2q ` φpε, x2q˘dx2 ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2L lim
εÑ0
ż 1
0
εx2
ε2 ` x22
dx2 “ L lim
εÑ0 ε logp1`
1
ε2
q “ 0,
where L is the Lipschitz constant of φ. This shows
divpχEF q “ P.V.p 1
x1
q p´1, 1q b δ0,
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so that divpχEF q R Mpp´1, 1q2q, which means that χEF R DMppp´1, 1q2q
for any 1 ď p ă 2.
The argument can be generalized to
F px1, x2q “ p´x2, x1qpx21 ` x22qα2
for 2 ď α ă 3
to obtain
divpχEF q “ pP.V. sgnpx1q |x1|1´αq p´1, 1q b δ0.
Remark 4.9 By Theorem 4.1, F P DMppΩq admits a normal trace on the
boundary of a Borel set E Ť Ω representable by a Radon measure if and only
if χEF P DMppΩq. This condition is generally weaker than the requirement
of E to be a set of locally finite perimeter in Ω. Indeed, there exist a set
E Ă R2 with χE R BVlocpR2q and a field F P DMppR2q for any p P r1,8s
with xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE PMpBEq. The key observation in the construction of such a
set E is that, given a constant vector field F ” v P Rn, (4.2) implies that the
normal trace is given by
xv ¨ ν, ¨yBE “ ´divpχEvq “ ´
nÿ
j“1
vjDxjχE .
Clearly, the requirement that
řn
j“1 vjDxjχE PMpΩq is weaker than the re-
quirement that χE P BV pΩq, since there may be some cancellations.
We choose E as the open bounded set whose boundary is given by
BE “ `t0u ˆ r0, 1s˘Y `r0, 1s ˆ t0u˘Y `r0, 1` log 2s ˆ t1u˘Y S,
as shown in Figure 4.9, where
S “
´
t1u ˆ r0, 1
2
s
¯ď´
r1, 2s ˆ t1
2
u
¯
ď´ ď
ně1
t1`
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
u ˆ r1´ 1
2n
, 1´ 1
2n`1
s
¯
ď´ ď
ně1
r1`
2nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
, 1`
2n`1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
s ˆ t1´ 1
22n`1
u
¯
ď´ ď
ně1
r1`
2nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
, 1`
2n´1ÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
s ˆ t1´ 1
22n
u
¯
.
Then χE R BVlocpR2q, sinceH 1pSq “ 8. However, we can show thatDx1χE P
MpR2q.
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Fig. 4.1 The open bounded set E
Indeed, given any φ P C1c pR2q, we haveż
E
Bφ
Bx1 dx1 dx2
“
ż 1
2
0
ż 1
0
Bφ
Bx1 dx1 dx2 `
8ÿ
n“1
ż 1´ 1
2n`1
1´ 12n
ż 1`řnk“1 p´1qk´1k
0
Bφ
Bx1 dx1 dx2
“
ż 1
2
0
`
φp1, x2q ´ φp0, x2q
˘
dx2
`
8ÿ
n“1
ż 1´ 1
2n`1
1´ 12n
`
φp1`
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
, x2q ´ φp0, x2q
˘
dx2
“ ´
ż 1
0
φp0, x2q dx2 `
ż 1
2
0
φp1, x2qdx2 `
8ÿ
n“1
ż 1´ 1
2n`1
1´ 12n
φp1`
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
, x2qdx2.
This implies
Dx1χE
“ H 1 `t0u ˆ p0, 1q˘
´H 1
´`t1u ˆ p0, 1
2
q˘ď` ď
ně1
t1`
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
u ˆ p1´ 1
2n
, 1´ 1
2n`1
q˘¯,
which is clearly a finite Radon measure on R2.
Now we observe that, if F px1, x2q “ fpx2qgpx1qp1, 0q for some f P LppRq
and g P C1c pRq, then F P DMppR2q,
divF “ fpx2qg1px1qL 2,
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and
divpχEF q “ fpx2qgpx1qDx1χE ` χEpx1, x2qfpx2qg1px1qL 2. (4.8)
Indeed, for any φ P C1c pR2q, we haveż
R2
χEF ¨∇φ dx1dx2 “
ż
R2
χEpx1, x2qfpx2qgpx1qBφpx1, x2qBx1 dx1dx2
“
ż
R2
χEpx1, x2qfpx2qBpgpx1qφpx1, x2qqBx1 dx1dx2
´
ż
R2
χEpx1, x2qfpx2qφpx1, x2qg1px1qdx1dx2
“ ´
ż
R2
fpx2qgpx1qφpx1, x2qdDx1χE
´
ż
R2
χEpx1, x2qfpx2qφpx1, x2qg1px1qdx1dx2.
Thus, by (4.8), divpχEF q PMpR2q so that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE PMpBEq, by Theorem
4.1, even if E is not a set of locally finite perimeter in R2. In addition, by
(4.2), we have
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE “ χEdivF ´ divpχEF q “ ´fpx2qgpx1qDx1χE ,
from which the following is deduced:
| xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE | !H 1
´`t0u ˆ p0, 1q˘ď`t1u ˆ p0, 1
2
q˘ď` ď
ně1
t1`
nÿ
k“1
p´1qk´1
k
u ˆ p1´ 1
2n
, 1´ 1
2n`1
q˘¯.
On the other hand, as we will show, whether xF ¨ ν, ¨yBE is a Radon measure
on BE or not does not play any role in the representation of the normal trace
of F on the boundary of an open or closed set as the limit of classical normal
traces on the boundaries of a sequence of approximating smooth sets.
We provide now a necessary condition for the normal trace to be a Radon
measure.
Proposition 4.4 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let E Ă Ω be a Borel
set such that there exists σ PMpBEq satisfying
xF ¨ ν, φyBE “
ż
BE
φdσ for any φ P LipcpRnq.
Then, if 1 ď p ă nn´1 , for any x P BE and r ą 0, there exists a constant C ą 0
such that |σ|pBEq ` |divF |pEq ě C andˇˇˇ ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇ
ď Cr. (4.9)
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If p ě nn´1 , for any x P BE and r ą 0,ˇˇˇ ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇ
“ oprq. (4.10)
Moreover, given any α P p0, ns, for H α–a.e. x P BE and r ą 0, there exists a
constant C “ CE,F ,x ą 0 such thatˇˇˇ ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇ
ď Crα`1. (4.11)
Proof We just need to choose φpyq :“ pr´ |y´ x|qχBpx,rqpyq so that, by (4.1),ż
Bpx,rqXBE
pr ´ |y ´ x|q dσpyq
“
ż
Bpx,rqXE
pr ´ |y ´ x|q ddivF ´
ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy.
Then we obtainˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď r´|σ|pBpx, rq X BEq ` |divF |pBpx, rq X Eq¯.
(4.12)
Now, if 1 ď p ă nn´1 , then divF and σ “ χEdivF ´divpχEF q do not enjoy
any absolute continuity property in general, by [56, Example 3.3, Proposition
6.1], so that (4.9) holds from (4.12).
If p ě nn´1 , then |divF |ptxuq “ |σ|ptxuq “ 0, by [56, Theorem 3.2] and The-
orem 4.1. Therefore, (4.12) implies (4.10). Finally, a consequence of [2, Theo-
rem 2.56] is that, given a positive Radon measure µ on Ω, its α–dimensional
upper density Θα˚pµ, xq satisfies the property:
Θα˚pµ, xq ă 8 for H α–a.e. x P Ω.
This means that, for H α–a.e. x P Ω, there exists a constant C “ Cµ,x such
that
µpBpx, rqq ď Crα.
Therefore, this argument holds for both measures |divF | E and |σ| BE.
Then, from (4.12), we achieve (4.11).
Remark 4.10 The result of Proposition 4.4 does not seem to be very restrictive,
since the example in Remark 4.8 satisfies all the three conditions at any point
on p´1, 1q ˆ t0u.
Indeed, consider points pt, 0q for some t P p´1, 1q, and r ą 0 small enough
so that Bppt, 0q, rq X tx2 ă 0u Ă E “ p´1, 1q ˆ p´1, 0q. Since p´x2, x1q ¨ px1 ´
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t, x2q “ x2t, we haveż
Bppt,0q,rqXE
F px1, x2q ¨ px1 ´ t, x2q|px1 ´ t, x2q| dx1 dx2
“
ż
Bppt,0q,rqXtx2ă0u
x2t
px21 ` x22q
apx1 ´ tq2 ` x22 dx1 dx2
“
ż
Bpp0,0q,1qXtuă0u
tu
ppt` rvq2 ` r2u2q?v2 ` u2 r
2 dv du.
Therefore, for t ‰ 0, we haveˇˇˇˇ ż
Bppt,0q,rqXE
F px1, x2q ¨ px1 ´ t, x2q|px1 ´ t, x2q| dx1 dx2
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ż 1
0
ż pi
2
´pi2
ρ|t| cos θ
r2ρ2 ` t2 ` 2trρ sin θ r
2 dθ dρ
“
ż 1
0
r sgnptq log
ˇˇˇˇ
rρ` t
rρ´ t
ˇˇˇˇ
dρ “ r
2
|t| ` opr
2q
for any sufficiently small r; while, if t “ 0, we just have
ż
Bpp0,0q,rqXE
F px1, x2q ¨ px1, x2q|px1, x2q| dx1 dx2 “ 0 for any r ą 0.
These calculations also show that this F satisfies (4.11) for any α P p0, 1s,
which is sufficient, since the Hausdorff dimension of BE is 1.
Moreover, for any F P LppΩ;Rnq,
ˇˇˇ ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇ
ď
´ ż
Bpx,rq
|F |p dy
¯ 1
p pωnrnq1´ 1p .
Then condition (4.10) is satisfied for any r P p0, 1s if n ´ n
p
ą 1, that is,
p ą nn´1 .
On the other hand, we obtain a better decay estimate forH α–a.e. x P BE,
for any α P p0, ns. Indeed, F P L1locpΩ;Rnq so that measure µ “ |F |L n satisfies
µpBpx, rqq ď Crα for H α–a.e. x P Ω. This implies
ˇˇˇ ż
Bpx,rqXE
F pyq ¨ py ´ xq|y ´ x| dy
ˇˇˇ
ď Crα for H α–a.e. x P BE,
while we obtain the higher exponent α` 1 in (4.11).
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5 The Gauss-Green Formula on General Open Sets
We now consider a general open set U Ă Rn and provide a way to construct its
interior and exterior approximations via the signed distance function, suitable
for the derivation of the Gauss-Green formula for F P DMp for 1 ď p ď 8.
For the given open set U in Rn, we consider the signed distance from BU :
dpxq “
#
distpx, BUq for x P U,
´distpx, BUq for x R U. (5.1)
We summarize some known results on the signed distance function in the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 The distance function dpxq is Lipschitz in Rn with Lipschitz con-
stant equal to 1 and satisfies
|∇dpxq| “ 1 for L n–a.e. x R BU.
In addition, ∇d “ 0 L n–a.e. on sets td “ tu for any t P R.
Proof The elementary properties of the distance show that d is Lipschitz with
Lipschitz constant L ď 1, and hence differentiable L n–a.e.. Then it is clear
that |∇dpxq| ď 1.
Let now x P U such that d is differentiable at x and |∇dpxq| ă 1. Then there
exists a point y P BU , depending on x, such that dpxq “ |x´ y|. Indeed, given
z P BU such that dpxq ď |x´ z|, then we can look for y P Bpx, |x´ z|q X BU ,
which is a compact set.
Setting xr :“ x ` rpy ´ xq, we see that dpxrq “ p1 ´ rq|x ´ y| for any
r P r0, 1s. Otherwise, if there would exist z P BU such that |xr ´ z| ă |xr ´ y|,
then we would obtain
|x´ z| ď |x´ xr| ` |xr ´ z| ă r|y ´ x| ` |xr ´ y| “ |x´ y|,
which contradicts the assumption that y realizes the minimum distance from
x.
Since d is differentiable at x, then
dpxrq ´ dpxq “ ∇dpxq ¨ py ´ xq r ` oprq,
that is,
|y ´ x| “ ∇dpxq ¨ px´ yq ` op1q,
which yields a contradiction with the assumption that |∇dpxq| ă 1.
Similarly, we also obtain a contradiction, provided that d is differentiable
at x P RbzU and |∇dpxq| ă 1. Since the Lipschitz constant L satisfies L ě
}∇d}L8pRn,Rnq, we conclude that L “ 1.
As for the second part of the statement, we refer to [3, Theorem 3.2.3].
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For any ε ą 0, denote
Uε :“ tx P Rn : dpxq ą εu, (5.2)
and
Uε :“ tx P Rn : dpxq ą ´εu. (5.3)
Then Uε
1 Ă Uε when ε1 ą ε, andď
εą0
Uε “ U.
Similarly, Uε1 Ă Uε when ε1 ă ε, andč
εą0
Uε “ U.
It is clear that, for K :“ U and Kε :“ Uε, we recover the same setting of
Schuricht’s result as in (1.2).
Remark 5.1 By Lemma 5.1, we can integrate indifferently on td ě tu and
td ą tu for any t P R with respect to ∇ddx (or, analogously, on td ď tu and
td ă tu). This means that BUε and BUε are negligible for measure ∇d dx for
any ε ě 0 (with U0 “ U0 “ U). In particular, it follows that (2.2) holds for any
t P R and h ě 0, if u “ d and g “ f ∇d for some f : Rn Ñ R L n–summable.
We can say more on the regularity of sets Uε and Uε. Indeed, since d is
a Lipschitz function, which is particularly in BVlocpRnq, the coarea formula
(Theorem 2.2) implies that the superlevel and sublevel sets of d are almost
all sets of locally finite perimeter. Thus, we can conclude that Uε and Uε are
sets of locally finite perimeter for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0. In fact, we can show the
following slightly stronger result.
Lemma 5.2 For any open set U in Rn, for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0,
H n´1pBUεzB˚Uεq “ 0, ∇dpxq “ νUεpxq for H n´1–a.e. x P BUε,
where νUε is the measure-theoretic interior normal to U
ε. Analogously, for
L 1–a.e. ε ą 0,
H n´1pBUεzB˚Uεq “ 0, ∇dpxq “ νUεpxq for H n´1–a.e. x P BUε.
Proof By the previous remarks, Uε is a set of locally finite perimeter for L 1–
a.e. ε ą 0. Then, for any smooth vector field ϕ P C1c pRn;Rnq,ż
Uε
divϕdx “ ´
ż
B˚Uε
ϕ ¨ νUε dH n´1 for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0. (5.4)
Consider now the functions:
ψUε pxq :“
$’&’%
ε if x P Uε,
dpxq if x P UzUε,
0 if x R U.
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Then ż
U
ψUε divϕdx “ ε
ż
Uε
divϕdx`
ż
UzUε
dpxqdivϕdx
“ ´
ż
UzUε
ϕ ¨∇ddx
“ ´
ż
UzUε
ϕ ¨∇d |∇d|dx
“ ´
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
ϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 dt,
since |∇dpxq| “ 1 for L n–a.e. x R BU and ∇dpxq “ 0 for L n–a.e. x P BUε
(Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5.1), and by the coarea formula (2.2) with u “ d and
g “ χUϕ ¨∇d |∇d|. Indeed, using (2.1), we haveż
RnzUε
χUϕ ¨∇d |∇d|dx “
ż
tdăεu
χUϕ ¨∇d |∇d|dx
“
ż
t´dą´εu
χUϕ ¨∇d |∇d|dx
“
ż 8
´ε
ż
t´d“tu
χUϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 dt
“
ż ε
´8
ż
td“tu
χUϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 dt
“
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
ϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 dt,
since d ą 0 in U and |∇dpxq| “ 1 for L n–a.e. x P BU .
We can repeat the same calculation with ψε`h for h ą 0, and subtract the
two resultant equations to obtain
h
ż
Uε`h
ddivϕ`
ż
UεzUε`h
pdpxq ´ εqddivϕ “ ´
ż ε`h
ε
ż
BUt
ϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
We now divide by h and use the fact that 0 ď dpxq ´ ε ď h in UεzUε`h
and |UεzUε`h| Ñ 0 as hÑ 0 to concludeż
Uε
divϕdx “ ´
ż
BUε
ϕ ¨∇ddH n´1 for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0. (5.5)
Notice that, for any R ą 0,
H n´1pBp0, Rq X B˚Uεq
“ sup
!ż
Uε
divp´ϕqdx : ϕ P C1c pBp0, Rq;Rnq, }ϕ}8 ď 1
)
. (5.6)
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Now, we can take a double index sequence of fields ϕk,m in C
1
c pBp0, Rq;Rnq
such that
ϕk,m Ñ χBp0,R´ 1m q∇d in L1pRn;Rnq as k Ñ8, for any fixed m P N.
For each k and m, there is a set Nk,m Ă R with L 1pNk,mq “ 0 such that (5.5)
holds for any ε R Nk,m. Set N :“ Ťpk,mqPN2 Nk,m. Then, for any ε R N , we
obtain
sup
!ż
Uε
divp´ϕqdx : ϕ P C1c pBp0, Rq;Rnq, }ϕ}8 ď 1
)
ě
ż
Uε
divp´ϕk,mqdx “
ż
BUε
ϕk,m ¨∇ddH n´1.
Now we let k Ñ8 and employ (5.6) to obtain
H n´1pBp0, Rq X B˚Uεq ěH n´1pBp0, R´ 1
m
q X BUεq,
and the arbitrariness of m P N yields
H n´1pBp0, Rq X B˚Uεq ěH n´1pBp0, Rq X BUεq. (5.7)
Combining (5.7) with the well-known fact that B˚Uε Ă BUε, we obtain
H n´1pBp0, Rq X pBUεzB˚Uεqq “ 0,
which implies that H n´1pBUεzB˚Uεq “ 0, by the arbitrariness of R ą 0.
Therefore, from (5.4)–(5.5), we haveż
B˚Uε
ϕ ¨ pνUε ´∇dqdH n´1 “ 0 for any ϕ P C1c pRn;Rnq,
which implies our assertion.
The second part of the statement is proved in a similar way by considering
the following functions instead:
ξUε pxq :“
$’&’%
ε if x P U,
dpxq ` ε if x P UεzU,
0 if x R Uε.
Using similar techniques as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, we are able to show
the following Gauss-Green formulas.
Theorem 5.1 (Interior normal trace) Let U Ă Ω be a bounded open set,
and let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8. Then, for any φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq with
∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a set N Ă R with L1pN q “ 0 such that, for
every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N for any k and εk Ñ 0, the
following representation for the interior normal trace on BU holds:
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
U
φddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1,
(5.8)
where νUεk is the inner unit normal to U
εk on B˚Uεk . In addition, (5.8) holds
also for any open set U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq X U δ Ť Ω for any δ ą 0.
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Proof We divide the proof into three steps.
1. Suppose first that U Ť Ω. Then Uε Ť Ω for any small ε ą 0. Recall
that Uε
1 Ă Uε if ε1 ą ε and Ťεą0 Uε “ U . Define
ψUε pxq :“
$’&’%
ε if x P Uε,
dpxq if x P UzUε,
0 if x R U.
Since ψUε P LipcpΩq, we can use it as a test function. In addition, for any
φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, φF P DMppΩq by Proposition
3.1. Thenż
U
ψUε ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
UzUε
φF ¨∇ddx “ ´
ż
UzUε
φF ¨∇d |∇d|dx
“ ´
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt, (5.9)
by the coarea formula (2.2) with u “ d and g “ χUφF ¨∇d |∇d|, by Lemma
5.1 and Remark 5.1. Thus, we use test functions ψUε and ψ
U
ε`h with h ą 0 to
obtainż
Uε
εddivpφF q `
ż
UzUε
dpxqddivpφF q “ ´
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt,
and ż
Uε`h
pε` hqddivpφF q `
ż
UzUε`h
dpxqddivpφF q
“ ´
ż ε`h
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
Subtracting the first equation from the second one, we have
h
ż
Uε`h
ddivpFφq `
ż
UεzUε`h
pdpxq ´ εqddivpFφq
“ ´
ż ε`h
ε
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
We now divide by h and use the fact that
0 ď dpxq ´ ε ď h in UεzUε`h, |divpFφq|pUεzUε`hq Ñ 0 as hÑ 0
to concludeż
Uε
ddivpFφq “ ´
ż
BUε
φF ¨∇d dH n´1 for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0. (5.10)
We can take any sequence εk Ñ 0 of such good values to obtainż
U
φddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BUεk
φF ¨∇d dH n´1. (5.11)
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By Lemma 5.2, such a sequence can be chosen so thatH n´1pBUεkzB˚Uεkq “ 0
and∇d is the inner normal to Uεk atH n´1–almost every point of B˚Uεk . Then
the result follows.
2. Let now U Ă Ω be bounded. Since Uδ Ť Ω for any δ ą 0, we can
consider the test functions:
ψU
δ
ε pxq :“
$’&’%
ε if x P Uε`δ,
dpxq ´ δ if x P UδzUε`δ,
0 if x R Uδ.
Clearly, ψU
δ
ε P LipcpΩq for any δ, ε ą 0. Arguing as before, identity (5.9)
becomes ż
Uδ
ψU
δ
ε ddivpφF q “ ´
ż ε`δ
δ
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
We use the test functions ψU
δ
ε and ψ
Uδ
ε`h for any h ą 0, and then subtract the
equation involving ψU
δ
ε`h from the one involving ψU
δ
ε to obtain
h
ż
Uε`h`δ
ddivpφF q `
ż
Uε`δzUε`h`δ
`
dpxq ´ δ ´ ε˘ ddivpφF q
“ ´
ż ε`h`δ
ε`δ
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
We can divide by h and send hÑ 0 to obtainż
Uε`δ
ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
BUε`δ
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 for L 1–a.e. ε, δ ą 0.
Now set ε1 :“ ε` δ. We choose a suitable sequence ε1k Ñ 0 for which Lemma
5.2 applies so that (5.8) holds by (3.3).
3. Consider the case that U Ă Ω is not bounded. Then we take φ with
bounded support in Ω. Thus, we can choose test functions ηψU
δ
ε for some
ε, δ ą 0 and η P C8c pΩq satisfying η ” 1 on an open set V such that supppφqX
Uδ Ă V Ť Ω. Indeed, ηψUδε P LipcpΩq and φηψUδε “ φψUδε . By the product
rule (3.3), we haveż
Ω
φψU
δ
ε ddivF “
ż
Ω
ηψU
δ
ε ddivpφF q ´
ż
Ω
ψU
δ
ε F ¨∇φ dx.
Again, by the product rule, we obtain that supppdivpφF qq Ă supp pφq, which
implies ż
Ω
ηψU
δ
ε ddivpφF q “
ż
Ω
ψU
δ
ε ddivpφF q,
since η ” 1 on supppφq X Uδ Ą supppdivpφF qq X supppψUδε q. Therefore, from
this point, we can repeat the same steps as before to conclude the proof.
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Remark 5.2 Theorem 5.1 implies that we may take U “ Ω in (5.8) to obtain
the Gauss-Green formula up to the boundary of the open set where F is
defined.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1, we obtain approximations of
the classical Green’s identities for scalar functions with gradients in DMppΩq.
Theorem 5.2 (First Green’s identity) Let u P W 1,ppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8
be such that ∆u P MpΩq, and let U Ă Ω be a bounded open set. Then, for
any φ P C0pΩq XL8pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a set N Ă R with
L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N
for any k and εk Ñ 0,ż
U
φ d∆u`
ż
U
∇u ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
φ∇u ¨ νUεk dH n´1, (5.12)
where νUεk is the inner unit normal to U
εk on B˚Uεk .
In particular, if u PW 1,2pΩq X C0pΩq X L8pΩq with ∆u PMpΩq,ż
U
ud∆u`
ż
U
|∇u|2 dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
u∇u ¨ νUεk dH n´1. (5.13)
In addition, (5.12) holds also for any open set U Ă Ω, provided that
supppφq X U δ Ť Ω for any small δ ą 0. Analogously, (5.13) holds for any
open set U Ă Ω, provided that supppuq X U δ Ť Ω for any δ ą 0.
Proof In order to obtain (5.12), it suffices to apply Theorem 5.1 to the vector
field F “ ∇u, which clearly belongs to DMppΩq. Then, if u P W 1,2pΩq X
C0pΩq X L8pΩq, we can take φ “ u to obtain (5.13).
Corollary 5.1 (Second Green’s identity) Let u P W 1,ppΩq X C0pΩq X
L8pΩq and v P W 1,p1pΩq X C0pΩq X L8pΩq for 1 ď p ď 8 be such that
∆u,∆v P MpΩq, and let U Ă Ω be a bounded open set. Then there exists a
set N Ă R with L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku
satisfying εk R N for any k and εk Ñ 0,ż
U
v d∆u´ ud∆v “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
pv∇u´ u∇vq ¨ νUεk dH n´1, (5.14)
where νUεk is the inner unit normal to U
εk on B˚Uεk . In addition, (5.14) holds
also for any open set U Ă Ω, provided that supppuq, supppvqXU δ Ť Ω for any
small δ ą 0.
Proof We just need to apply Theorem 5.2 to the vector field ∇u, by using v
as scalar function, and vice versa. Then we can obtain (5.12) for the vector
fields ∇u and ∇v with the same sequence Uεk , since it is enough to select one
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sequence suitable for ∇u and then extract a subsequence for ∇v. Thus, we
have ż
U
v d∆u`
ż
U
∇u ¨∇v dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
v∇u ¨ νUεk dH n´1,ż
U
ud∆v `
ż
U
∇u ¨∇v dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
u∇v ¨ νUεk dH n´1,
and subtracting the second equation from the first yields (5.14).
Theorem 5.3 (Exterior normal trace) Let U Ť Ω be an open set, and let
F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8. Then, for any φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq,
there exists a set N Ă R with L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative
sequence tεku satisfying εk R N for any k and εk Ñ 0, the following represen-
tation for the exterior normal trace on BU holds:
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1,
(5.15)
where νUεk is the inner unit normal to Uεk on B˚Uεk . In addition, (5.15) holds
also for any open set U satisfying U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq is compact
in Ω.
Proof We start with the case U Ť Ω. Then Uε Ť Ω for any ε ą 0 small
enough. We consider the Lipschitz functions:
ξUε pxq :“
$’&’%
ε if x P U,
dpxq ` ε if x P UεzU,
0 if x R Uε.
By Proposition 3.1, φF P DMppΩ1q for any open set Ω1 satisfying Uε Ť
Ω1 Ť Ω for any ε ą 0 small enough. Thus, we can use ξUε as test functions to
obtain ż
Ω1
ξUε ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
Ω1
φF ¨∇ξUε dx “ ´
ż
UεzU
φF ¨∇ddx
“ ´
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1dt, (5.16)
by the coarea formula (2.2) with u “ d and g “ χΩ1zUφF ¨∇d|∇d|, by Lemma
5.1 and Remark 5.1.
Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1: Take ξUε and ξ
U
ε`h for some
h ą 0 small enough as test functions so thatż
UεzU
`
dpxq ` ε˘ddivpφF q ` ż
U
ε ddivpφF q “ ´
ż ε
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt,
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and ż
Uε`hzU
`
dpxq ` ε` h˘ ddivpφF q ` ż
U
pε` hqddivpφF q
“ ´
ż ε`h
0
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
By subtracting the first equation from the second one, we haveż
Uε`hzUε
`
dpxq ` ε` h˘ddivpφF q ` ż
Uε
hddivpφF q
“ ´
ż ε`h
ε
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
It is clear that 0 ď dpxq ` ε ď h on Uε`hzUε and that Şhą0 Uε`h “ Uε for
any ε ą 0 implies
|divpφF q|pUε`hzUεq Ñ 0 as hÑ 0.
Then we can divide by h and let h Ñ 0, by applying the Lebesgue theorem,
to obtain that, for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0,ż
Uε
φ ddivF `
ż
Uε
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
BUε
φF ¨∇ddH n´1, (5.17)
by the product rule (3.3). We now choose a sequence εk Ñ 0 such that (5.17)
holds and pass to the limit to obtainż
U
φddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BUεk
φF ¨∇ddH n´1. (5.18)
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can choose the sequence in such a way
that the assertion in Lemma 5.2 also holds. Thus, we obtain the result.
In the general case, U Ă Ω, and supppφq is a compact subset of Ω. Hence,
we can argue as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 5.1, by taking a
smooth cutoff function η P C8c pΩq such that η ” 1 on an open neighborhood
V of supppφq. Following the same steps and replacing ξUε as test functions, we
obtain the desired result.
Remark 5.3 The previous results apply in particular to the case when U is an
open set of finite perimeter.
Remark 5.4 As a byproduct of the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, we obtain
the Gauss-Green formulas for almost every set that is approximating a given
open set U from the interior and the exterior. More precisely, if U Ť Ω is an
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open set, F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq,
then, for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0,ż
Uε
φ ddivF `
ż
Uε
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
B˚Uε
φF ¨ νUε dH n´1, (5.19)ż
Uε
φddivF `
ż
Uε
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
B˚Uε
φF ¨ νUε dH n´1. (5.20)
This follows from (5.10) and (5.17) and by taking ε ą 0 (up to another
negligible set) such that Lemma 5.2 holds, so that H n´1pBUεzB˚Uεq “ 0,
H n´1pBUεzB˚Uεq “ 0 (which implies that |BUε| “ 0), ∇d “ νUε H n´1–a.e.
on B˚Uε, and ∇d “ νUε H n´1–a.e. on B˚Uε.
In addition, (5.19)–(5.20) also hold for any open set U satisfying U Ă Ω,
provided that supppφq is compact in Ω. In general, this statement is valid for
L 1–a.e. ε ą 0 because we need to apply Lemma 5.2 and to derive the integrals
in h ą 0:ż ε`h
ε
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt,
ż ε`h
ε
ż
BUt
φF ¨∇ddH n´1 dt.
Therefore, such a condition may be removed as long as the conclusions of
Lemma 5.2 hold for any ε ą 0, and şBUt φF ¨ ∇ddH n´1 and şBUt φF ¨
∇ddH n´1 are continuous functions of t ą 0.
Remark 5.5 It is not necessary to use the signed distance function to construct
a family of approximating sets suitable for Theorems 5.1 and 5.3. Such an
argument is related to the one in [57, Theorem 2.4].
If, for a given open set U Ť Ω, there exists a function m P LippΩq satisfying
m ą 0 in U , m “ 0 on BU , and essinfp|∇m|q ą 0 in U , then sets tm ą εu, ε P R,
can be used for the approximation. In fact, sets tm ą εu are of finite perimeter
for L 1–a.e. ε ą 0 and, for such good values of ε, the measure-theoretic unit
interior normals satisfy
νtmąεu “ ∇m|∇m| H
n´1–a.e. on B˚tm ą εu.
In addition, if there exists such a function m with Ck, k ě 2, or C8 regularity,
then tm ą εu has a Ck or smooth boundary.
As we will see in §7, if U is an open bounded set with C0 boundary,
then there exists a smooth regularized distance ρ satisfying the previously
mentioned properties. For a general open set U , this may be false.
We can extend Theorem 5.3 to any compact set K Ă Ω, in the spirit of
[53, Theorem 5.20]. Indeed, we just need to choose the following Lipschitz
functions as test functions:
ϕεKpxq :“
$’&’%
ε if distpx,Kq “ 0,
ε´ distpx,Kq if 0 ă distpx,Kq ă ε,
0 if distpx,Kq ě ε,
and then argue as in the proof of Theorem 5.3 to achieve the following result.
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Corollary 5.2 Let K Ă Ω be a compact set, and let F P DMppΩq. Then,
for any φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a set N Ă R with
L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N
for any k and εk Ñ 0,ż
K
φddivF `
ż
K
F ¨∇φ dx “ lim
kÑ8
ż
BKεk
φF ¨∇distpx,KqdH n´1, (5.21)
where Kε: “ tx P Ω : distpx,Kq ď εu. In addition, (5.21) holds also for any
closed set C Ă Ω, provided that supppφq is compact in Ω.
The right-hand side of (5.21) can be seen as the definition of the generalized
normal trace functional related to F on BK, where ∇distpx,Kq plays the role
of a generalized unit exterior normal, even in the case K˚ “ H.
Remark 5.6 The results of Schuricht [53, Theorem 5.20] and Sˇilhavy´ [57, The-
orem 2.4] can be recovered by (5.16) and (5.9), respectively.
Indeed, under the same assumptions of Theorem 5.1, we divide by ε in
(5.9), use the product rule (3.3), and send εÑ 0 to obtainż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
UzUε
φF ¨∇ddx, (5.22)
since 0 ď ψUεε ď 1 on UzUε and |divpFφq|pUzUεq Ñ 0 as εÑ 0. On the other
hand, applying the same steps to (5.16) yieldsż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx “ ´ lim
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
UεzU
φF ¨∇ddx, (5.23)
if F , φ, and U satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.3. In particular, this works
for any compact set K Ă Ω, as in Corollary 5.2:ż
K
φddivF `
ż
K
F ¨∇φ dx “ lim
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
KεzK
φF ¨∇distpx,Kqdx. (5.24)
Remark 5.7 Formulas (5.8) and (5.15) can be used to obtain the Gauss-Green
formula on the boundary of U Ť Ω:
divpFφqpBUq “ divpFφqpUq ´ divpFφqpUq
“ lim
kÑ8
´ ż
B˚Uεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1 ´
ż
B˚Uεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1
¯
,
(5.25)
since we can extract the same subsequence εk for U and U . The same result
holds for U such that U Ă Ω if φ has compact support in Ω.
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Remark 5.8 If U “ Bpx0, rq, we obtain the Gauss-Green formula for L 1–a.e.
r ą 0.
Indeed, distpx, BBpx0, rqq “ r´ |x´ x0| for any x P Bpx0, rq so that (5.19)
implies that, for L 1–a.e. ε P p0, rq,ż
Bpx0,r´εq
ddivpφF q “
ż
BBpx0,r´εq
φpxqF pxq ¨ px´ x0q|x´ x0| dH
n´1pxq
“ ´
ż
BBpx0,r´εq
φF ¨ νBpx0,r´εq dH n´1.
Since the initial choice of r is arbitrary, we concludeż
Bpx0,rq
ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
BBpx0,rq
φF ¨ νBpx0,rq dH n´1 for L 1–a.e. r ą 0.
(5.26)
Moreover, the same argument works with closed balls so that, by (5.20),ż
Bpx0,rq
ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
BBpx0,rq
φF ¨ νBpx0,rq dH n´1 for L 1–a.e. r ą 0,
(5.27)
since distpx, BBpx0, rqq “ |x´ x0| ´ r for any x R Bpx0, rq.
This can also be seen as a consequence of the fact:
|divpφF q|pBBpx0, rqq “ 0 for L 1–a.e. r ą 0,
since divpφF q is a Radon measure.
We now present a concrete example of applications of (5.8) and (5.15) to a
DMp–field whose norm blows up on the boundary of the integration domains.
Example 5.1 Let F : R2ztp0, 0qu Ñ R2 be the vector field:
F px1, x2q :“ px1, x2q
x21 ` x22
. (5.28)
This is the particular case for n “ 2 of the vector field F : Rnzt0u Ñ Rn given
by
F pxq :“ x|x|n for x ‰ 0.
Then F P DMplocpRnq for 1 ď p ă nn´1 and
divF “ nωnδ0, (5.29)
where ωn “ |Bp0, 1q|. In particular, if n “ 2, F P DMplocpR2q for 1 ď p ă 2,
and divF “ 2piδp0,0q.
Consider U “ p0, 1q2. Chen-Frid [12, Example 1.1] observed that
0 “ divF pUq ‰ ´
ż
BU
F ¨ νU dH 1 “ pi
2
,
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since F ¨ νU “ 0 on
`t0u ˆ p0, 1q˘Y `p0, 1q ˆ t0u˘ and ż 1
0
1
1` x21
dx1 “ pi
4
.
The approach employed in the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 enable us to
solve this apparent contradiction, by showing that
0 “ divF pUq “ ´ lim
εÑ0
ż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1,
2pi “ divF pUq “ ´ lim
εÑ0
ż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1,
where Uε and Uε are given by (5.2) and (5.3), respectively.
In this case, we do not have to select a suitable sequence εk Ñ 0. Indeed,
F is smooth away from the origin, and Uε and Uε are sets of finite perimeter
for any ε ą 0. Moreover, for this choice of U , Lemma 5.2 is valid for any
ε P p0, 1q. Also, the continuity condition mentioned in Remark 5.4 can be
checked. Therefore, by (5.19)–(5.20), we obtain that, for any ε ą 0,
0 “ divF pUεq “ ´
ż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1, (5.30)
2pi “ divF pUεq “ ´
ż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1. (5.31)
Passing to the limit verifies our assertion.
We may also verify this statement by hand. Observe that Uε “ pε, 1´ εq2
for any ε P p0, 1q. Therefore, we have
ż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1 “
ż 1´ε
ε
ε
ε2 ` x21
dx1 ´
ż 1´ε
ε
1´ ε
p1´ εq2 ` x21
dx1
`
ż 1´ε
ε
ε
ε2 ` x22
dx2 ´
ż 1´ε
ε
1´ ε
p1´ εq2 ` x22
dx2
“ 2
´
arctan p1´ ε
ε
q ´ pi
4
´ pi
4
` arctan p ε
1´ ε q
¯
“ 0 “ ´divF pUεq
for any ε ą 0, which is (5.30). As for (5.31), BUε is the union of four segments:
p0, 1q ˆ t´εu, t1` εu ˆ p0, 1q, p0, 1q ˆ t1` εu, t´εu ˆ p0, 1q,
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and of four circumference arcs of angle pi2 and radius ε centered at the corners
of square U . Therefore, these terms giveż
BUε
F ¨ νUε dH 1
“ ´
ż 1
0
ε
ε2 ` x21
dx1 ´
ż 1
0
1` ε
p1` εq2 ` x22
dx2 ´
ż 1
0
1` ε
p1` εq2 ` x21
dx1
´
ż 1
0
ε
ε2 ` x22
dx2 `
ż 3pi
2
pi
`´ 1
ε
˘
εdθ ´
ż pi
pi
2
εpε` sin θq
1` ε2 ` 2ε sin θ dθ
´
ż 2pi
3pi
2
εpε` cos θq
1` ε2 ` 2ε cos θ dθ ´
ż pi
2
0
εpε` cos θ ` sin θq
2` ε2 ` 2εpcos θ ` sin θq dθ
“ ´2 arctan p1
ε
q ´ 2 arctan p 1
1` ε q ´
pi
2
´ pi
4
` arctan p1´ ε
1` ε q
´ pi
2
` arctan p1
ε
q ´ pi
4
´ arctan p ε
ε` 2 q ` arctan p
1
1` ε q
“ ´3
2
pi ´ arctan p1
ε
q ´ arctan p 1
1` ε q `
pi
2
´ arctan ε´ arctan p1` εq
“ ´3
2
pi ´ pi
2
“ ´2pi “ ´divF pUεq for any ε ą 0.
6 Other Classes of Divergence-Measure Fields with Normal Trace
Measures
In this section, as a result of the construction in §5, we characterize a class of
DMp–fields whose normal traces on BU are represented by Radon measures.
Remark 5.6 allows us to find a new sufficient condition under which the
normal trace functional on an open or closed set can be represented by a Radon
measure on the boundary. Such a condition requires a particular representation
for the vector field F , first introduced by Sˇilhavy´ [56, Proposition 6.1]. We also
need to recall the notion of lower pn´ 1q–dimensional Minkowski content.
Definition 6.1 Given a closed setK in Rn, the pn´1q–dimensional Minkowski
content is defined as
M n´1˚ pKq :“ lim inf
εÑ0
|K `Bp0, εq|
2ε
.
Proposition 6.1 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let U Ă Ω be a
bounded open set such that M n´1˚ pBUq ă 8. Assume that divF has compact
support in U and that
F pxq “ 1
nωn
ż
Ω
px´ yq
|x´ y|n ddivF pyq for L
n–a.e. x P Ω. (6.1)
Then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpBUq.
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Similarly, if K Ă Ω is a compact set such that M n´1˚ pBKq ă 8, then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBK PMpBKq,
which is in particular true for K “ U if U Ť Ω.
Proof The normal trace xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU has the following representation:
xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU “ ´ limεÑ0
1
ε
ż
UzUε
ϕpxqF pxq ¨∇dpxqdx for any ϕ P LipcpRnq;
(6.2)
see (5.22) and the observations in Remark 5.6. Thus, in order to prove that
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpBUq, it suffices to show
| xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU | ď C }ϕ}L8pBUq (6.3)
for a constant C independent of ϕ. Let V Ă U be a compact set such that
supp p|divF |q Ă V . Then it follows thatˇˇ xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU ˇˇ “ limεÑ0 ˇˇˇ1ε
ż
UzUε
ϕpxqF pxq ¨∇dpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
“ lim
εÑ0
ˇˇˇ1
ε
ż
UzUε
ϕpxq
´ ż
Ω
px´ yq
|x´ y|n ddivF pyq ¨∇dpxq
¯
dx
ˇˇˇ
ď lim inf
εÑ0
1
ε
}ϕ}L8pUzUεq
ż
UzUε
ż
V
1
|x´ y|n´1 d|divF |pyqdx
“ lim inf
εÑ0
1
ε
}ϕ}L8pUzUεq
ż
V
ż
UzUε
1
|x´ y|n´1 dxd|divF |pyq,
(6.4)
where we have used Fubini’s theorem and the fact that |∇d| “ 1 L n–a.e.
(Lemma 5.1). Moreover, limεÑ0 supUzUε |ϕ| “ }ϕ}L8pBUq, by the continuity of
ϕ.
Since V Ă U is a compact set, there exists k “ kpV q such that, for small
enough ε,
|x´ y| ě k for any x P UzUε and y P V .
Then it follows that
| xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU | ď }ϕ}L8pBUq |divF |pV qk1´n lim infεÑ0
1
ε
|UzUε|
ď 2k1´n|divF |pV q }ϕ}L8pBUq lim infεÑ0
1
2ε
|BU `Bp0, εq|
ď 2k1´n|divF |pV qM n´1˚ pBUq }ϕ}L8pBUq .
This proves (6.3), since BU is of finite lower pn ´ 1q–dimensional Minkowski
content.
In the same way, using (5.24), we can show that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBK PMpBKq if
K Ă Ω is a compact set, especially when K “ U for some bounded open set
U .
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Remark 6.1 Condition (6.1) is not strongly restrictive in the sense that F
may not be compactly supported and unbounded. Indeed, let F pxq “ x|x|n as
in Example 5.1. Then, by (5.29), F satisfies (6.1), even though F is unbounded
and supported on the whole Rn.
Moreover, (6.1) is satisfied by a large class of vector fields F , as shown in
[56, Proposition 6.1]. Indeed, given any µ P MpΩq with compact support in
Ω, the vector field
F pxq “ 1
nωn
ż
Ω
px´ yq
|x´ y|n dµpyq
satisfies divF “ µ in MpΩq, and F P LplocpΩ;Rnq for any 1 ď p ă nn´1 . In
addition, if nn´1 ď p ď 8, then F P LplocpΩ;Rnq if |µ|pBpx, rqq ď crm for any
x P Rn and r P p0, aq, for some m ą n´ pp´1 , a ą 0, and c ą 0.
Remark 6.2 Proposition 6.1 applies to a particular subfamily of sets of finite
perimeter. Indeed, any bounded open set U with M n´1˚ pBUq ă 8 is a set of
finite perimeter in Rn.
Even though the result is well known, we give here a short proof for the
ease of the reader. Let
gεpxq :“ maxt0, 1´ distpx, U
εq
ε
u.
Then gε Ñ χU in L1pRnq, and |∇gε| “ 1εχUzUε . Thus, for any φ P C1c pRn;Rnq,
we haveˇˇˇ ż
Rn
χUdivφdx
ˇˇˇ
“ lim
εÑ0
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
gεdivφ dx
ˇˇˇ
“ lim
εÑ0
ˇˇˇ ż
Rn
φ ¨∇gε dx
ˇˇˇ
ď }φ}L8pRn;Rnq lim inf
εÑ0
|UzUε|
ε
ď 2M n´1˚ pBUq}φ}L8pRn;Rnq.
This implies that U is a set of finite perimeter with |DχU |pRnq ď 2M n´1˚ pBUq.
Arguing analogously, we can also show that any compact set K with
M n´1˚ pBKq ă 8 is a set of finite perimeter in Rn, with |DχK |pRnq ď 2M n´1˚ pBKq.
This can be shown by considering the functions:
fεpxq :“ maxt0, 1´ dpx,Kq
ε
u,
which satisfy that fε Ñ χK in L1pRnq and |∇fε| “ 1εχKεzK .
In the case p “ 8, assumption (6.1) is superfluous, as shown in the follow-
ing proposition, which can be seen as a particular case of [57, Theorem 2.4]
and [32, Theorem 2.4].
Proposition 6.2 Let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let U Ă Ω be a
bounded open set such that M n´1˚ pBUq ă 8. If p “ 8, or 1 ď p ă 8 and F
satisfies
lim sup
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
UzUε
|F |p dx ă 8, (6.5)
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then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpBUq.
Analogously, let K Ă Ω be a compact set such thatM n´1˚ pBKq ă 8. If p “ 8,
or 1 ď p ă 8 and F satisfies
lim sup
εÑ0
1
ε
ż
KεzK
|F |p dx ă 8, (6.6)
then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBK PMpBKq.
In particular, this implies that, if U Ť Ω, M n´1˚ pBUq ă 8, and the same
assumption on F is made with K “ U , then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpBUq.
Proof Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, we see that, for any ϕ P
LipcpRnq,ˇˇ xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU ˇˇ “ limεÑ0 ˇˇˇ1ε
ż
UzUε
ϕpxqF pxq ¨∇dpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ď lim inf
εÑ0 }ϕ}L8pUzUεq
1
ε
|UzUε| 1p1 }F }LppUzUε;Rnq.
If p “ 8, we have
| xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU | ď 2}F }L8pU ;RnqM n´1˚ pBUq }ϕ}L8pBUq .
If 1 ď p ă 8, then
| xF ¨ ν, ϕyBU | ď
`
2M n´1˚ pBUq
˘ 1
p1 lim sup
εÑ0
ε´
1
p }F }LppUzUε;Rnq }ϕ}L8pBUq ,
from which xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpBUq, because of (6.5). The case of the compact
set follows analogously from (5.24), by employing (6.6), if F R DM8pΩq.
This proposition may also be seen as an alternative way of obtaining a part
of the results of Proposition 4.3 in the case that E is an open or compact set
whose boundary has finite Minkowski content.
Remark 6.3 In particular, Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 hold also for U “ Ω, when
Ω is an open bounded set such that M n´1˚ pBΩq ă 8.
Remark 6.4 We can reinterpret Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 in the distributional
sense. Indeed, given F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and an open bounded set
U Ă Ω, (5.8) is equivalent to the following: There exists a set N Ă R with
L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N
for any k and εk Ñ 0,
F ¨ νUεk H n´1 BUεk “ F ¨DχUεk á˚ ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU (6.7)
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in the distributional sense on Rn; that is, testing the traces against φ P
LipcpRnq.
Analogously, if U Ť Ω, (5.15) implies that there exists a set N 1 Ă R with
L1pN 1q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N
for any k and εk Ñ 0,
F ¨ νUεk H n´1 BUεk “ F ¨DχUεk á˚ ´ xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU (6.8)
in the distributional sense on Rn. In particular, this means that, if xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU P
MpΩq, then, by the uniform boundedness principle, we have
lim sup
kÑ8
}F ¨ νUεk }L1pB˚Uεk ;H n´1q ă 8.
Analogously, if xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU PMpΩq, then
lim sup
kÑ8
}F ¨ νUεk }L1pB˚Uεk ;H n´1q ă 8.
Furthermore, if U is an open set of finite perimeter in Ω, then
DχUεk á DχU
in the sense of Radon measures, where εk is a vanishing sequence for which
the conclusions of Lemma 5.2 hold. Indeed, for any φ P C1c pΩ;Rnq,
´
ż
Ω
φ ¨ dDχUεk “
ż
Ω
χUεk divφdx ÝÑ
ż
Ω
χU divφ dx “ ´
ż
Ω
φ ¨ dDχU ,
and the assertion follows by the density of C1c pΩ;Rnq in CcpΩ;Rnq with respect
to the supremum norm. If U is also a set of finite perimeter inΩ, thenDχUεk á
DχU analogously.
Thanks to Remark 6.4, we can show that the normal traces on open and
closed sets of finite perimeter agree with the classical dot product, provided
that F is continuous. It is true that F P C0pΩ;RnqXDMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8
implies that F P DM8locpΩq. Thus, we may expect the existence of normal
traces as locally bounded functions by the known theory ([14, 16]). Through
(6.7)–(6.8), we now give a more direct proof.
Proposition 6.3 Let F P C0pΩ;Rnq X DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let
U Ă Ω be an open set of finite perimeter. Then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ ´F ¨ νUH n´1 B˚U in MlocpΩq.
Similarly, if U Ă Ω is a set of finite perimeter, then
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ ´F ¨ νUH n´1 B˚U in MlocpΩq.
In addition, if U Ť Ω, the previous identities hold in MpΩq.
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Proof Let εk Ñ 0 be a sequence such that both (6.7) and the conclusions of
Lemma 5.2 hold. By Remark 6.4, we obtainż
BUεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1 ÝÑ
ż
B˚U
φF ¨ νU dH n´1 for any φ P CcpΩq,
since φF P CcpΩ;Rnq and
νUεk H
n´1 B˚Uεk “ DχUεk á DχU “ νU H n´1 B˚U in MpΩq.
This implies
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “ ´
ż
B˚U
φF ¨ νU dH n´1 for any φ P CcpΩq,
which means that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ ´F ¨ νUH n´1 B˚U in MlocpΩq.
We can argue in a similar way with (6.8) and the fact that DχUεk á DχU
in MpΩq to prove the second part of the statement.
Finally, if U Ť Ω, there exists η P CcpΩq such that η ” 1 on U . Hence, for
any φ P C0pΩq, ηφF P CcpΩ;Rnq so thatż
BUεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1 “
ż
BUεk
ηφF ¨ νUεk dH n´1
Ñ
ż
B˚U
ηφF ¨ νU dH n´1 “
ż
B˚U
φF ¨ νU dH n´1,
which implies that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU “ F ¨ νUH n´1 B˚U in MpΩq. Arguing simi-
larly for U , we complete the proof.
This result also allows us to obtain Green’s identities for scalar functions
in C1pΩq with gradient in DMppΩq and open sets of finite perimeter.
Proposition 6.4 Let u P C1pΩq X W 1,ppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8 be such that
∆u PMpΩq, and let U Ť Ω be an open set of finite perimeter. Then, for any
φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq,ż
U
φd∆u`
ż
U
∇u ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
B˚U
φ∇u ¨ νU dH n´1. (6.9)
In particular, if u P C1pΩq XW 1,2pΩq with ∆u PMpΩq, thenż
U
ud∆u`
ż
U
|∇u|2 dx “ ´
ż
B˚U
u∇u ¨ νU dH n´1. (6.10)
In addition, if u P C1pΩqXW 1,ppΩq and v P C1pΩqXW 1,p1pΩq for 1 ď p ď 8
with ∆u,∆v PMpΩq, thenż
U
v d∆u´ ud∆v “ ´
ż
B˚U
pv∇u´ u∇vq ¨ νU dH n´1. (6.11)
Finally, we can also consider open sets of finite perimeter U Ă Ω, if the
supports of φ, u, and v are required to be compact in Ω.
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Proof Clearly, ∇u P C0pΩ;Rnq XDMppΩq and ∇v P C0pΩ;Rnq XDMp1pΩq.
Thus, it suffices to combine the results of Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.1, and
Proposition 6.3 to complete the proof.
We notice that (6.9) and (6.11) are closely related to the results of Comi-
Payne [16, Proposition 4.5], where Green’s identities are achieved for C1 func-
tions (whose gradients are essentially bounded DM–fields) and sets of finite
perimeter.
Arguing in a similar way and employing the refinement of the Gauss-Green
formula for DM8–fields given in Proposition 4.3, we now achieve all Green’s
identities for Lipschitz functions with Laplacian measure and sets of finite
perimeter.
Proposition 6.5 Let u P LiplocpΩq be such that ∆u PMlocpΩq, and let E Ă
Ω be a set of locally finite perimeter. Then there exist interior and exterior
normal traces of ∇u: p∇ui ¨ νEq, p∇ue ¨ νEq P L8locpB˚E;H n´1q such that, for
any v P C0pΩq satisfying ∇v P L1locpΩ;Rnq and supppχEvq Ť Ω,ż
E1
v d∆u`
ż
E
∇v ¨∇udx “ ´
ż
B˚E
vp∇ui ¨ νEqdH n´1, (6.12)ż
E1YB˚E
v d∆u`
ż
E
∇v ¨∇udx “ ´
ż
B˚E
vp∇ue ¨ νEqdH n´1. (6.13)
For any open set U Ť Ω, the following estimates hold:
}∇ui ¨ νE}L8pB˚EXU ;H n´1q ď }∇u}L8pUXE;Rnq, (6.14)
}∇ue ¨ νE}L8pB˚EXU ;H n´1q ď }∇u}L8pUzE;Rnq. (6.15)
In addition, if v P LiplocpΩq with ∆v PMlocpΩq, and supppχEvq, supppχEuq Ť
Ω, then the following formulas hold:ż
E1
v d∆u´ ud∆v “ ´
ż
B˚E
`
vp∇ui ¨ νEq ´ up∇vi ¨ νEq
˘
dH n´1, (6.16)ż
E1YB˚E
v d∆u´ ud∆v “ ´
ż
B˚E
`
vp∇ue ¨ νEq ´ up∇ve ¨ νEq
˘
dH n´1.
(6.17)
In particular, if supppχEuq Ť Ω, thenż
E1
ud∆u`
ż
E
|∇u|2 dx “ ´
ż
B˚E
up∇ui ¨ νEqdH n´1, (6.18)ż
E1YB˚E
ud∆u`
ż
E
|∇u|2 dx “ ´
ż
B˚E
up∇ue ¨ νEqdH n´1. (6.19)
Proof Since ∇u P DM8locpΩq, the existence of interior and exterior normal
traces in L8locpB˚E;H n´1q and estimates (6.14)–(6.15) follow from [16, The-
orem 4.2] and Proposition 4.3. Analogously, (6.12)–(6.13) are an immediate
consequence of (4.6)–(4.7), with F “ ∇u and φ “ v.
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In addition, if supppχEuq Ť Ω and v P LiplocpΩq with ∆v PMlocpΩq, then
we can exchange the role of u and v in (6.12) and (6.13):ż
E1
ud∆v `
ż
E
∇v ¨∇udx “ ´
ż
B˚E
up∇vi ¨ νEqdH n´1, (6.20)ż
E1YB˚E
v d∆v `
ż
E
∇v ¨∇udx “ ´
ż
B˚E
up∇ve ¨ νEqdH n´1. (6.21)
Thus, it suffices to subtract (6.20) from (6.12) to obtain (6.16), and to subtract
(6.21) from (6.13) to obtain (6.17). Finally, choosing u “ v in (6.12)–(6.13),
we obtain (6.18)–(6.19).
7 Normal Traces for Open Sets as the Limits of the Classical
Normal Traces for Smooth Sets
In this section, we show that the approximations of a general open set U can
be refined in such a way that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU and xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU can be regarded as
the limits of the classical normal traces on the boundaries of smooth sets. In
the case that the open set U has continuous boundary, we can exhibit explicit
approximating families of open sets with smooth boundary as deformations to
the open set U .
7.1 The general case
In order to achieve the smooth approximation, we recall another remarkable
result concerning the approximation of any open set by an increasing sequence
of open sets with smooth boundary, a very simple proof of which was given by
Daners [21, Proposition 8.2.1].
Proposition 7.1 Let U Ă Rn be an open set. Then there exists a sequence of
bounded open sets Uk with boundary of class C
8 such that Uk Ť Uk`1 Ť U
and
Ť
k Uk “ U .
We can use this result to extend Theorem 5.1, via showing that the normal
trace can be approximated by a sequence of the classical normal traces on
smooth boundaries.
Theorem 7.1 Let U Ă Ω be a bounded open set, and let F P DMppΩq.
Then, for any φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a
sequence of bounded open sets Uk with boundary of class C
8 such that Uk Ť U ,Ť
k Uk “ U , and
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BUk
φF ¨ νUk dH n´1, (7.1)
where νUk is the inner unit normal to Uk. In addition, (7.1) holds also for any
open set U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq X U δ Ť Ω for any δ ą 0.
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Proof We just need to apply Proposition 7.1 to U in order to obtain an ap-
proximating sequence of smooth sets Um, and then argue as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 with respect to any Um.
We note that sets Uεm have smooth boundaries, for any 0 ă ε ă δm, for
some δm sufficiently small. Indeed, the (signed) distance function dm from BUm
is smooth in UmzUδmm and satisfies ∇dmpxq “ νUεmpxq for any x P BUεm, which
implies that |∇dmpxq| “ 1 for any x P UmzU δmm (for a proof of these facts,
we refer to [35, Appendix B] and [34, Lemma 14.16]). Therefore, the level sets
tdm “ εu “ BUεm are smooth for any ε P r0, δmq.
Then we obtain a sequence of open bounded sets U
εj
m with smooth bound-
ary satisfyingż
U
εj
m
φ ddivF `
ż
U
εj
m
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´
ż
BUεjm
φF ¨ ν
U
εj
m
dH n´1 (7.2)
for some decreasing sequence εj Ñ 0 and any m, j P N.
Clearly, U
εj
m Ť Uεjm`1 and Uεjm Ť Uεj`1m , so that we can find a subsequence
Uεkk “: Uk satisfying Uk Ť Uk`1, Uk Ť U , and
Ť
k Uk “ U . Therefore, we can
pass to the limit on the left-hand side of (7.2) by the Lebesgue theorem to
obtain (7.1) (in the case that U is not bounded, we employ the condition on
the support of φ).
Similarly, an analogous kind of approximation can also be shown for closed
sets.
Proposition 7.2 Let C Ă Rn be a closed set. Then there exists a sequence
of closed sets Ck with boundary of class C
8 such that Ck Ą C˚k Ą Ck`1 Ą
C˚k`1 Ą C and Şk Ck “ C. In addition, if C is bounded, then the closed sets
Ck can be chosen to be bounded.
Proof Let U :“ RnzC. Then it suffices to define Ck :“ RnzUk and apply
Proposition 7.1 to U . The result follows easily.
In the case that C is bounded, then, for any δ ą 0, there exists k0 large
enough such that BUk X BCδ “ H for any k ě k0, where Cδ “ tx P Rn :
distpx,Cq ă δu. Then we set Ck “ CδzUk, up to relabeling the sequence Uk in
such a way that it starts from k0.
Arguing similarly as before, Proposition 7.2 can be used to represent the
exterior normal trace as the limit of the classical normal traces on smooth
boundaries, thus improving the result of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 7.2 Let U Ť Ω be an open set, and let F P DMppΩq. Then, for
any φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a sequence of bounded open
sets Vk with boundary of class C
8 such that U Ť Vk Ă Ω, Şk Vk “ U , and
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “ ´ limkÑ8
ż
BVk
φF ¨ νVk dH n´1, (7.3)
where νVk is the classical inner unit normal to Vk. In addition, (7.3) holds also
for any open set U satisfying U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq is compact in Ω.
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Proof It suffices to define Vk :“ C˚k and apply Proposition 7.2 to C “ U . Then
the result follows in an analogous way as in the proof of Theorem 7.1.
7.2 The case of C0 open sets
We now consider the question of constructing the interior and exterior normal
traces as the limit of classical normal traces over smooth approximations of
the open bounded set U with C0 boundary. In general, as it has been ex-
plained in the introduction, it is a challenging question to approximate an
open (bounded) set U with smooth domains Uε essentially from the inside in
such a way that divF pUεq Ñ divF pUq and an interior Gauss-Green formula
holds for unbounded DMp–fields. Indeed, in §5, we have used the standard
signed distance d to obtain Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, but the approximating sets
are not smooth. We have shown that such results in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 can
be improved. On the other hand, such an approximation is quite abstract, and
it gives little insight in the actual shape of the approximating sets.
Remark 7.1 We observe that an open bounded set U with C0 boundary might
not have finite perimeter; such examples include von Koch’s snowflake [64].
Also, we do not have a notion of unit normals to a C0 open set. Thus, such
a type of sets is more general in this sense. On the other hand, an open set
of finite perimeter may have really wild topological boundary even with full
Lebesgue measure (see e.g. [43, Example 12.25]) so that it is not a C0 open
set in general, since it is well know that, if BU can be seen locally as the graph
of a continuous function, then |BU | “ 0.
We now exhibit here a rather explicit family of open smooth sets approx-
imating a given bounded open set with C0 boundary from both the interior
and the exterior. To this purpose, we consider a different type of distance, the
regularized distance ρ, which was introduced in Lieberman [41].
Definition 7.1 ρ is a regularized distance for U if the following conditions
hold:
(i) ρ P C2pRnzBUq X LippRnq;
(ii) The ratios ρpxqdpxq and
dpxq
ρpxq are positive and uniformly bounded for all x P
RnzBU , where d is the signed distance introduced in §5.
It was proved by Lieberman [41, Lemma 1.1] that any open set U has a reg-
ularized distance, since the signed distance d is a 1-Lipschitz function (Lemma
5.1). Indeed, given any η P C2pRnq, supp η Ă Bp0, 1q, and şRn ηpzqdz “ 1, we
can define
Gpx, τq “
ż
Bp0,1q
dpx´ τ
2
zqηpzqdz. (7.4)
The regularized distance ρ is then given by the equation:
ρpxq “ Gpx, ρpxqq, (7.5)
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which has a unique solution for every x P Rn. Moreover,
1
2
ď ρpxq
dpxq ď 2 for all x P R
nzBU. (7.6)
Then the following result holds, for which we refer to Lieberman [41, Lemma
1.1, Corollary 1.2] and the comments before it.
Lemma 7.1 Every open set U has a regularized distance ρ. Moreover, if η P
C8pRnq is chosen for (7.4), then ρ P C8pRnzBUq.
Even though every open set U has a regularized distance, it is important
to obtain properties concerning the non-degeneracy of gradient ∇ρ. Indeed, if
the gradient of ρ does not vanish in a neighborhood of BU , then we can apply
the techniques in §5 to obtain the interior and exterior Gauss-Green formulas
for DMp–fields.
The non-degeneracy of ∇ρ might not be true for general open sets U (see
[41, Corollary 1.2] and the comments following it). However, it was proved by
Ball-Zarnescu [7, Proposition 3.1] that this property holds for C0 domains,
which yields the following result.
Theorem 7.3 (Ball-Zarnescu) If U is an open bounded set with C0 bound-
ary, then |∇ρpxq| ‰ 0 for all x in a neighborhood of BU but x R BU .
Remark 7.2 The argument of the proof of Theorem 7.3 relies on both the
construction of a suitable good neighborhood for any point of BU and the use of
the compactness assumption. Hence, we see that the local version of this result
also applies to general open sets with C0 boundary: For any compact subset
K Ă BU , there exists a suitable neighborhood V of K such that |∇ρpxq| ‰ 0
for any x P V zBU .
Thanks to Ball-Zarnescu’s theorem (Theorem 7.3), we can proceed as in
§5 to obtain an analogous statement, by approximating U and U in Ω with
the following smooth sets:
Uε,ρ :“ tx P Rn : ρpxq ą εu, Uε,ρ :“ tx P Rn : ρpxq ą ´εu for ε ą 0.
Theorem 7.4 (Interior normal trace via smooth approximations)
Let U Ă Ω be a bounded open set with C0 boundary, and let F P DMppΩq for
1 ď p ď 8. Then, for any φ P C0pΩq X L8pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there
exists a set N Ă R with L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence
tεku satisfying εk R N for any k and εk Ñ 0,
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BUεk,ρ
φF ¨νUεk,ρ dH n´1,
(7.7)
where νUεk,ρ is the inner unit normal to the smooth sets U
εk,ρ. In addition,
(7.7) holds also for any open set U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq X Uδ Ť Ω for
any small δ ą 0.
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Proof Since ρ is smooth and |∇ρpxq| ‰ 0 for any x P UzUε,ρ for small enough
ε, it follows that tx P Rn : ρpxq “ εu is a smooth hypersurface in Rn. Therefore,
BUε,ρ “ B˚Uε,ρ and
∇ρ
|∇ρ| pxq “ νUε,ρpxq for every x P BU
ε,ρ.
We can now proceed in the same way as in the second step of the proof of
Theorem 5.1 by noticing that the only difference is in the application of the
coarea formula and in the use of ρ, instead of d, in the definition of ψU
δ,ρ
ε,ρ for
δ, ε ą 0. Indeed, using Theorem 7.3, we rewrite (5.9) in the case U Ť Ω as
follows: ż
U
ψU
δ,ρ
ε,ρ ddivpφF q “ ´
ż
Uδ,ρzUδ`ε,ρ
φF ¨∇ρdx
“ ´
ż
Uδ,ρzUδ`ε,ρ
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ| |∇ρ|dx
“ ´
ż δ`ε
δ
ż
BUt,ρ
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ| dH
n´1 dt,
by the coarea formula (2.2) with u “ ρ and g “ χUδ,ρφF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ| |∇ρ|, since
essinf|∇ρ| ą 0 on Uδ,ρzUδ`ε,ρ for any δ, ε ą 0.
Then we can proceed as in Steps 2–3 of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Finally,
in the case that U is not bounded, we employ Remark 7.2 to obtain the desired
result.
Remark 7.3 In particular, Theorem 7.4 implies that, if Ω is of C0 boundary,
the Gauss-Green formula up to the boundary holds by approximating BΩ with
a sequence of smooth sets. This can be seen by taking U “ Ω in (7.7).
Analogously, we also have a smooth version of Theorem 5.3, in which we
employ the fact that |BU | “ 0 if U has a C0 boundary, by Remark 7.1, in order
to integrate F ¨∇φ only on U .
Theorem 7.5 (Exterior normal traces via smooth approximations)
Let U Ť Ω be a C0 open set, and let F P DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8. Then,
for any φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, there exists a set N Ă R with
L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence tεku satisfying εk R N
for any k and εk Ñ 0,
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φ dx “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BUεk,ρ
φF ¨νUεk,ρ dH n´1,
(7.8)
where νUεk,ρ is the inner unit normal to the smooth sets Uεk,ρ. In addition,
(7.8) holds also for any open set U satisfying U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq is
compact in Ω.
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8 The Gauss-Green Formula on Lipschitz Domains
In Ball-Zarnescu [7], it is shown that, if a domain U is of class C0, then there is
a canonical smooth field of good directions defined in a suitable neighborhood
of BU , in terms of which a corresponding flow can be defined. By means of
this flow, U can be approximated from both the interior and the exterior by
diffeomorphic domains of class C8; see also Hofmann-Mitrea-Taylor [37] for
the definition of a continuous vector field transversal to the boundary of an
open set of locally finite perimeter.
In a related issue, Chen-Frid in [11, 12] introduced the notion of regular Lip-
schitz deformable boundary (see Definition 2.5). Then, for a bounded open set
U satisfying this condition, they proceeded to obtain the Gauss-Green formu-
las for DMp–fields F . For the case p ‰ 8, the normal trace of F is defined as a
distribution which is expressed as an average over a neighborhood of Lipschitz
deformable boundary BU determined by the Lipschitz deformations. However,
as explained in the introduction, the main goal of this paper is to present the
Gauss-Green formula for the case p ‰ 8, by using the classical normal traces
F ¨ ν which are defined on almost every surface that approximates BU . Thus,
the present paper aligns with the later work by Chen-Torres-Ziemer [14], in
which the Gauss-Green formula for bounded DM–fields has been established
over arbitrary sets of finite perimeter E via the normal trace on B˚E as the
limit of classical normal traces on smooth approximations of E. The goal of
this section is to show that the main result in Ball-Zarnescu [7] implies that
any Lipschitz domain satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 2.5, which indicates
that condition (ii) holds automatically for a Lipschitz domain.
For a domain U in the class C0, the concept of a good direction (see Defi-
nition 2.4) has been introduced, and the following result has been established
in [7].
Proposition 8.1 [7, Proposition 2.1] Let U Ă Rn be a bounded open set with
boundary of class C0. Then there exist a neighborhood V of BU and a smooth
function G : V Ñ Sn´1 so that, for each P P V , the unit vector GpP q is a
good direction.
Remark 8.1 Proposition 8.1 can be localized. Indeed, if U is an unbounded
open set with boundary of class C0, then U X Bp0, Rq is a bounded open set
with boundary of class C0 for any R ą 0. Therefore, there exist a neighborhood
V of any compact set K Ă BU and a smooth function G : V Ñ Sn´1 so that,
for each P P V , the unit vector GpP q is a good direction.
We recall that ν “ GpP q is a good direction if BU is the graph of a contin-
uous function in a small neighborhood BpP, δq and in some system of coordi-
nates py1, ynq, where ν is a unit vector in the direction of yn. Using the field
of good directions Gppq, a flow Sp¨qp¨q : RˆRn Ñ Rn can be defined through:
9xptq “ γpxptqqGpxptqq, xp0q “ x0, (8.1)
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with xptq “ Sptqpx0q as the solution of the initial value problem (8.1) for the
differential equation at time t, where γ is an appropriate smooth function (see
[7, §4] for the details on the construction of the flow).
By exploiting the properties of the flow of good directions, the following
theorem has been proved in Ball-Zarnescu [7], which is very helpful in the rest
of this section.
Theorem 8.1 [7, Theorem 5.1] Let U Ă Rn, n ě 2, be a bounded domain of
class C0. Let ρ be a regularized distance defined in §7. For ε P R, define
Uε,ρ “ tx P Rn : ρpxq ą εu, Uε,ρ “ tx P Rn : ρpxq ą ´εu.
Then there exists ε0 “ ε0pUq ą 0 such that, if 0 ă ε ă ε0, Uε,ρ and Uε,ρ are
bounded domains of class C8 and satisfy the following:
(i)
Ş
0ăεăε0 Uε,ρ “ U,
Ť
0ăεăε0 U
ε,ρ “ U , and
U
ε1,ρ Ă Uε,ρ and Uε1,ρ Ą Uε,ρ if 0 ă ε ă ε1 ă ε0.
(ii) For ´ε0 ă ε ă ε0, there is a homeomorphism fpε, ¨q of Rn onto Rn with
inverse denoted f´1pε, ¨q so that
– fpε, Uq “ Uε,ρ and fpε, BUq “ BUε,ρ for ε ą 0,
fpε, Uq “ U´ε,ρ and fpε, BUq “ BU´ε,ρ for ε ă 0;
– fpε, xq “ x for |ρpxq| ě 3|ε|, so that fp0, ¨q is the identity;
– fpε, ¨q : RnzBU Ñ RnzBUε,ρ for ε ą 0, and fpε, ¨q : RnzBU Ñ RnzBU´ε,ρ
for ε ă 0 are both C8 diffeomorphisms. In addition,
f, f´1 P C0pp´ε0, ε0q ˆ Rn;Rnq.
(iii) There is a map g : p0, ε0q ˆ p´ε0, 0q ˆ Rn Ñ Rn such that, if ε P p0, ε0q
and ε1 P p´ε0, 0q, then
– gpε, ε1, ¨q is a C8 diffeomorphism of Rn onto Rn with inverse g´1pε, ε1, ¨q :
Rn Ñ Rn;
– gpε, ε1, Uε,ρq “ U´ε1,ρ, gpε, ε1, BUε,ρq “ BU´ε1,ρ;
– gpε, ε1, xq “ x for 3ε ď ρpxq ď 3ε1.
Remark 8.2 An easy consequence of Theorem 8.1(ii) is that fpε, ¨q converges
uniformly to the identity. Indeed,
|fpε, xq ´ x| “ 0 in tx : |ρpxq| ě 3|ε|u,
and
|fpε, xq ´ x| ď diampt|ρ| ă 3|ε|uq in tx : |ρpxq| ă 3|ε|u,
since fpε, ¨q is injective so that, for any x such that |ρpxq| ă 3|ε|, fpε, xq ´ x
cannot belong to t|ρ| ě 3|ε|u. Then this shows that
sup
xPRn
|fpε, xq ´ x| Ñ 0 as εÑ 0.
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We now proceed to show that condition (ii) of Definition 2.5 is not neces-
sary; that is, any Lipschitz domain admits a bi-Lipschitz deformation. Even
though the proof of Theorem 8.2 is outlined in [7, Remark 5.3], we present a
detailed proof for our purpose of the subsequent developments. First we recall
a result of Lieberman [42, Lemma A.1] and an extension theorem for Sobolev
functions.
Lemma 8.1 If U is a Lipschitz domain with Lipschitz constant of the local
parametrization of BU uniformly bounded, then there exists δ ą 0 such that,
for any x with 0 ă |ρpxq| ă δ,
Bρ
Bxn pxq ě
2
3
?
1` L2 , (8.2)
where x “ px1, xnq is an orthonormal coordinate system for which BU is locally
parametrized by a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant less or equal to
L, and en is a good direction.
Remark 8.3 Lemma 8.1 applies to the case that U is a bounded Lipschitz do-
main, since, by compactness, BU can be covered with a finite number of charts
of the local Lipschitz parametrization. However, there are cases of unbounded
U which still satisfy the assumption, such as the half-spaces. In addition, since
(8.2) is a local result, it holds for any open set U with Lipschitz boundary, up
to the localization to a bounded subset of BU .
Lemma 8.2 Let U be a domain satisfying the minimal smoothness conditions;
that is, there exist ε ą 0, N P N, M ą 0, and a sequence of open sets tViu
such that:
(i) If x P BU , then Bpx, εq Ă Vi for some i;
(ii) No point in Rn is contained in more than N of tViu;
(iii) For each i, there exists a Lipschitz function ψi with Lipschitz constant less
or equal to M such that Vi X U is the subgraph of ψi inside Vi.
Then there exists a continuous linear operator E : W k,ppUq Ñ W k,ppRnq, for
any k P N and 1 ď p ď 8, such that Epfq “ f on U .
For the proof of this result, we refer to Stein [58, Chapter VI, §3, Theorem
5]. These conditions are satisfied for any bounded open Lipschitz domain U .
However, they may fail in the general case of an unbounded open Lipschitz
domain.
Theorem 8.2 If U is a bounded Lipschitz domain, then fεp¨q : U Ñ Uε,ρ is
bi-Lipschitz with Lipschitz constants uniformly bounded in ε ą 0. If ε ă 0, the
corresponding result is also true.
Proof Unless otherwise stated, in this proof, ∇ stands for the gradient with
respect to the spatial variables, denoted by x, y, or z P Rn. We divide the proof
into five steps.
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1. We first consider 0 ă ε ă ε0, for some ε0 ą 0 sufficiently small to be
assigned. From Theorem 8.1, fpε, ¨q : Rn Ñ Rn is continuous with continuous
inverse f´1. Thus, the restriction:
fpε, ¨q : U Ñ Uε,ρ
is also continuous with continuous inverse. We need to show that fpε, ¨q : U Ñ
U
ε,ρ
is Lipschitz with the Lipschitz constant uniformly bounded in ε P p0, ε0q.
Following the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1], the continuous map fpε, ¨q is defined
as
fpε, xq “
#
Sptpε, xqqx for x P UzU3ε,ρ,
x for x P U3ε,ρ, (8.3)
where tpε, xq is the unique t ě 0 such that
ρpSptpε, xqqxq “ ρpxq ` hpε, ρpxqq, (8.4)
and hpε, ¨q : R` Ñ r0, εs is smooth with value ε on r0, εs and 0 on r 5ε2 ,8q and,
for some σ ą 0, ´1` σ ă BhBr pε, rq ď 0 for any r ě 0 and ε sufficiently small.
2. In view of (8.3), it suffices to show that tpε, xq is Lipschitz, with Lipschitz
constant uniformly bounded in ε. Define
F pt, ε, xq :“ ρpSptqxq ´ ρpxq ´ hpε, ρpxqq. (8.5)
Then, from (8.4),
F ptpε, xq, ε, xq “ 0. (8.6)
We take derivatives in (8.6) with respect to xi to obtain
BF
Bt
Bt
Bxi ` BFBxi “ 0; that
is, BtBxi “ ´ BFBxi
` BF
Bt
˘´1
. We need to show that | BFBxi | is bounded from above. By
definition (8.5), it follows that
BF
Bxi “ ∇ρpSptqxq ¨
BpSptqxq
Bxi ´
Bρ
Bxi ´
Bh
Br pε, ρpxqq
Bρ
Bxi . (8.7)
Notice that | BhBr pε, ρpxqq| ă 1 by the definition of h, and |∇pSptqxq| ďM “Mε0
uniformly on x P UzU3ε0,ρ for some ε0 ą 0, since it is the flow of the smooth
compactly supported vector field γG; see (8.1). Thus, it suffices to show that
|∇ρpxq| is bounded above. Relation (7.5) implies
Bρ
Bxi “
BG
Bxi `
BG
Bτ
Bρ
Bxi ùñ
Bρ
Bxi “
BG
Bxi
1´ BGBτ
ùñ ∇ρpxq “ ∇G
1´ BGBτ
. (8.8)
From (7.4), we obtain
∇Gpx, τq “
ż
Bp0,1q
∇dpx´ τ
2
zqηpzqdz,
BG
Bτ px, τq “ ´
1
2
ż
Bp0,1q
∇dpx´ τ
2
zqzηpzqdz.
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In turn, it follows that
|∇Gpx, τq| ď 1,
ˇˇˇBG
Bτ px, τq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1
2
for any x P Rn and τ “ ρpxq, (8.9)
so that
|∇ρpxq| ď 2 for any x P Rn, (8.10)
since |∇d| “ 1 L n–a.e. by Lemma 5.1. Therefore, from (8.7) and (8.9), we
have
|∇F | ď 2pM ` 2q.
It remains to show that | BFBt | is bounded away from zero. From (8.5), it
follows by [7, Remark 3.1] that
BF
Bt “ γpxptqq p∇ρ ¨GqpSptqxq ą 0
for any t small enough and x in a suitable neighborhood of BU .
However, in order to prove the uniformity of this estimate in x P UzU3ε0,ρ,
independent of ε, we need to employ the compactness of BU . As recalled in
[7, Remark 5.3], in the case that BU is Lipschitz, Lemma 8.1 can be applied.
In this way, since Gpxq is a field of good directions, we use (8.2) to show that
there exists δ ą 0 such that, for any x P U with dpxq ă δ,
∇ρpxq ¨Gpxq ě 2
3
?
1` L2 , (8.11)
where L is the maximal Lipschitz constant of the Lipschitz parametrization
of BU . This implies that there exists ε0 “ ε0pδq ą 0 such that (8.11) holds for
any x P UzU3ε,ρ and any ε P p0, ε0q. Since γ can be chosen in such a way that
γ ” 1 in UzU3ε0,ρ (see [7, §4 and Theorem 5.1]), we obtain
BF
Bt ě
2
3
?
1` L2 .
Thus, this implies
|∇tpε, xq| ď 3pM ` 2q
a
1` L2 for any pε, xq P p0, ε0q ˆ pUzU3ε0,ρq.
(8.12)
From the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1], we also know that t P C8pp0, ε0q ˆ Uq X
C0pr0, ε0q ˆ Uq and tpε, xq “ 0 for any x P U3ε,ρ. From (8.12), it follows
that fpε, ¨q PW 1,8pU ;Rnq. Since BU is only Lipschitz, the classical extension
theorems for Sobolev mappings (cf. [27, Theorem 1, §4.4] and [28, Theorem
1, §5.4]) do not apply, and we know only that fpε, ¨q P LiplocpU ;Rnq (cf. [27,
Theorem 5, §4.2.3] and [28, Theorem 4, §5.8.2]). However, Lemma 8.2 can be
applied in the case p “ 8.
Therefore, there exists a function f¯pε, ¨q P W 1,8pRn;Rnq, uniformly in
ε P r0, ε0q, such that fpε, ¨q “ f¯pε, ¨q on U . Moreover, fpε, ¨q and f¯pε, ¨q also
agree on BU since, for any x P BU , there exists a sequence txju Ă U with
xj Ñ x, so that fpε, xq “ f¯pε, xq because both fpε, ¨q and f¯pε, ¨q are continuous
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in U . Clearly, f¯pε, ¨q is Lipschitz in Rn uniformly in ε P r0, ε0q so that fpε, ¨q P
LippU ;Rnq uniformly in ε P r0, ε0q.
3. Let us now consider the inverse map f´1pε, ¨q : Uε,ρ Ñ U . From the
proof of [7, Theorem 5.1], we know that it can be defined as
f´1pε, zq :“
#
Spβpε, zqqz if z P Uε,ρzU3ε,ρ,
z if z P U3ε,ρ,
where βpε, zq is the unique solution to the equation:
gpε, z, βpε, zqq “ 0,
where
gpε, z, τq :“ ρpzq ´ ρpSpτqzq ´ hpε, ρpSpτqzqq.
By the implicit function theorem, βpε, ¨q P C8pUε,ρq X C0pUε,ρq. It is also
clear from the definition of h that βpε, zq “ 0 for any z P U3ε,ρ. In addition,
we have
∇βpε, zq “ ´∇gpε, z, βpε, zqqBg
Bτ pε, z, βpε, zqq
,
and
∇gpε, z, τq “ ∇ρpzq ´∇pSpτqzq ¨∇ρpSpτqzq
´ BhBr pε, ρpSpτqzqq∇pSpτqzq ¨∇ρpSpτqzq, (8.13)
Bg
Bτ pε, z, τq “ ´∇ρpSpτqzq ¨ pγGqpSpτqzq
`
1` BhBr pε, ρpSpτqzqq
˘
. (8.14)
Arguing as above and using (8.9), we obtain
|∇gpε, z, βpε, zqq| ď 2pMε0 ` 2q
for any ε P r0, ε0q with any fixed ε0 ą 0, and z P Uε,ρ.
As for the estimate on the denominator, we can use (8.2) and the fact that
Bh
Br pε, rq ě ´1 ` σ ą ´1, for some σ ą 0 independent on ε, in order to show
that there exists ε0 “ ε0pδq ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇBg
Bτ pε, z, βpε, zqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2
3
?
1` L2σ for any ε P r0, ε0q and x P U
ε,ρzU3ε,ρ.
Therefore, for any ε P r0, ε0q and x P Uε,ρzU3ε,ρ,
|∇βpε, zq| ď 3
σ
pM ` 2q
a
1` L2
for some η depending on the choice of h, M “ Mε0 depending on domain U ,
and L depending on the Lipschitz parametrization of BU .
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This implies that f´1pε, ¨q PW 1,8pUε,ρ;Rnq uniformly in ε P p0, ε0q. Thus,
arguing as before, there exists an extension f¯´1pε, ¨q P W 1,8pRn;Rnq uni-
formly in ε P p0, ε0q, which coincides with f´1pε, ¨q on Uε,ρ by the uniform
continuity, and it is Lipschitz uniformly in ε P p0, ε0q. Thus, we have proved
that f´1pε, ¨q P LippUε,ρ;Rnq uniformly in ε P p0, ε0q; that is, the Lipschitz
constant of f´1pε, ¨q on Uε,ρ is uniformly bounded in ε P p0, ε0q.
4. Let now ε ă 0. By the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1], we know that, for
ε P p´ε0, 0q and x P U , f is defined as
fpε, xq :“ gp´ε, ε, fp´ε, xqq,
where gp´ε, ε, ¨q is the diffeomorphism introduced in Theorem 8.1 (iii), and f
is the map defined in the first part of the proof; see also definition (5.16) in
the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1].
Since fp´ε, ¨q is uniformly Lipschitz as proved in the first part of the proof,
we need to check the same property for gp´ε, ε, ¨q. In order to do so, we need
to introduce some auxiliary functions from the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1].
Let θ “ θpτ, yq be the unique solution to the equation: ρpSpθqyq “ τ . By
[7, Lemma 4.1], such a function is well defined for |τ | ă 3ε0 and |ρpyq| ă 3ε0,
is smooth for τ ‰ 0, and
∇θpτ, yq “ ´ ∇pSpθqyq ¨∇ρpSpθqyq∇ρpSpθqyq ¨ pγGqpSpθqyq pτ, yq (8.15)
by the implicit function theorem, since Bθ
`
Spθqy˘ “ pγGqpSpθqyq. This implies
that, using (8.2) if 0 ă |dpSpθqyq| ă δ for some δ ą 0 sufficiently small, the
denominator of ∇θpτ, yq is bounded away from zero uniformly in τ . Arguing
in a similar way as above, we can show that there exists ε0 “ ε0pδq ą 0 such
that
|∇θpτ, yq| ď 3Mε0
a
1` L2 (8.16)
for any τ P p´3ε0, 3ε0q, τ ‰ 0, and y P U3ε0,ρzU3ε0,ρ, since dpSpθpτ, yqqyq “ 0
if and only if ρpSpθpτ, yqqyq “ 0, which means that τ “ 0. On the other hand,
for our purposes, τ “ 0 if and only if ε “ 0; in such a case, fp0, xq “ x for any
x P Rn, which is clearly Lipschitz.
Furthermore, θpτ, yq is increasing in τ for fixed y, and
Bθ
Bτ pτ, yq “
1
p∇ρ ¨ pγGqqpSpθpτ, yqqyq ą
3
2
a
1` L2,
which is uniformly strictly positive in U3ε0,ρzU3ε0,ρ. Given ε˜ P p0, ε0q and
ε1 P p´ε0, 0q, we obtain
qpε˜, ε1, yq :“ ´ θp2ε
1, yq
θp2ε˜, yq ´ θp2ε1, yq , (8.17)
rpε˜, ε1, yq :“ θpε˜, yq ´ θp2ε
1, yq
θp2ε˜, yq ´ θp2ε1, yq , (8.18)
spε˜, ε1, yq :“ θpε
1, yq ´ θp2ε1, yq
θp2ε˜, yq ´ θp2ε1, yq . (8.19)
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By the monotonicity property of θ, it is clear that r, s P p0, 1q.
Let u : p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q ˆ R Ñ R be the smooth function described in [7,
Lemma 5.1], which particularly satisfies the property that upa, b, cq “ c for
any pa, bq P p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q and c R r0, 1s.
Finally, we define g by
gpε˜, ε1, yq :“
#
Spwpε˜, ε1, yqqy if ρpyq P p3ε1, 3ε˜q,
y otherwise,
(8.20)
where
wpε˜, ε1, yq :“ pθp2ε˜, yq ´ θp2ε1, yqquprpε˜, ε1, yq, spε˜, ε1, yq, qpε˜, ε1, yqq ` θp2ε1, yq.
(8.21)
We observe that, if y P U , then θp2ε1, yq ą 0 so that qpε˜, ε1, yq ą 0. More-
over, if qpε˜, ε1, yq ą 1, then wpε˜, ε1, yq “ 0 by the property of u. Hence, we can
restrict ourselves to the case that 0 ă qpε˜, ε1, yq ď 1, without loss of generality.
In our case, we are dealing with gp´ε, ε, yq for ε ă 0, and y “ fp´ε, xq P
U´ε,ρ, so that we can select ε˜ “ ´ε and ε1 “ ε.
Since S is the flow of the smooth vector field γG, it suffices to show uniform
bounds on the gradient of w for y P UzU3ε0,ρ. We have
∇wp´ε, ε, yq
“ ∇θp2ε, yq ` `∇θp´2ε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq˘uprp´ε, ε, yq, sp´ε, ε, yq, βp´ε, ε, yqq
` `θp´2ε, yq ´ θp2ε, yq˘´BuBr prp´ε, ε, yq, sp´ε, ε, yq, qp´ε, ε, yqq∇rp´ε, ε, yq
` BuBs prp´ε, ε, yq, sp´ε, ε, yq, qp´ε, ε, yqq∇sp´ε, ε, yq
` BuBq prp´ε, ε, yq, sp´ε, ε, yq, qp´ε, ε, yqq∇qp´ε, ε, yq
¯
.
(8.22)
Observe that h is smooth, and rp´ε, ε, yq, sp´ε, ε, yq P p0, 1q for any ε P
p´ε0, 0q and y P UzU3ε0,ρ by the properties of θ. In addition, only the in-
tersection with set tpε, yq : 0 ă qp´ε, ε, yq ď 1u is relevant to us, since w
vanishes on the outside of the intersection. Therefore, h and all its derivatives
are uniformly bounded in UzU3ε0,ρ for any ε P p´ε0, 0q.
Moreover, by standard calculations, we have`
θp´2ε, yq ´ θp2ε, yq˘∇qp´ε, ε, yq
“ ´∇θp2ε, yq ´ qp´ε, ε, yq`∇θp´2ε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq˘,`
θp´2ε, yq ´ θp2ε, yq˘∇rp´ε, ε, yq
“ ∇θp´ε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq ´ rp´ε, ε, yq`∇θp´2ε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq˘,`
θp´2ε, yq ´ θp2ε, yq˘∇sp´ε, ε, yq
“ ∇θpε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq ´ sp´ε, ε, yq`∇θp´2ε, yq ´∇θp2ε, yq˘.
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From these formulas, the bounds on pq, r, sq, and (8.16), we conclude that
∇wp´ε, ε, ¨q P L8pUzU3ε0,ρ;Rnq uniformly in ε P p´ε0, 0q.
Arguing now as in the previous two cases, we can extend fpε, ¨q for ε ă 0
to a W 1,8–map on the whole Rn, whose restriction on U coincides with fpε, ¨q;
thus proving that fpε, ¨q P LippU ;Rnq uniformly in ε P p´ε0, 0s.
5. Finally, the inverse map for ε ă 0 is given by
f´1pε, xq :“ f´1p´ε, g´1p´ε, ε, xqq for x P Uε,ρ and ε P p´ε0, 0q, (8.23)
for some ε0 ą 0 sufficiently small (cf. definition (5.17) in the proof of [7,
Theorem 5.1]).
The inverse map g´1p´ε, ε, ¨q is defined in a similar way to (8.20), by
using h´1pa, b, ¨q instead of h; that is, the inverse function of hpa, b, ¨q. Since
h´1pa, b, dq “ d for any pa, bq P p0, 1q ˆ p0, 1q and d R r0, 1s, then we can argue
as before to obtain the uniform essential boundedness of ∇g´1p´ε, ε, ¨q, which
concludes that fpε, ¨q for ε ă 0 is a uniform bi-Lipschitz function.
Remark 8.4 As a consequence of Theorem 8.2, we can show that, if U has
Lipschitz boundary, then ∇fpε, ¨q Ñ In in LppRn;Rnˆnq for any 1 ď p ă 8.
Indeed, by Theorem 8.1 (ii), ∇fpε, xq “ In for any x such that |ρpxq| ą 3|ε|.
This implies that ∇fpε, xq Ñ In for any x P RnzBU , andż
Rn
|∇fpε, xq ´ In|p dx ď CpL npt|ρpxq| ď 3|ε|uq, (8.24)
where C is a constant depending only on U and n, since the Lipschitz constants
of fpε, ¨q are uniformly bounded for ε P p´ε0, ε0q, by Theorem 8.2. This implies
the convergence, since L npBUq “ 0.
As an immediate consequence, we have the following result.
Theorem 8.3 The boundary of any Lipschitz domain is Lipschitz deformable
in the sense of Definition 2.5.
Proof Indeed, we can employ Theorem 8.2 to construct a Lipschitz deforma-
tion Ψ as in Definition 2.5. It suffices to set
Ψpx, τq :“ fpτε1, xq for any 0 ă ε1 ă ε0,
where f is given in Theorem 8.1. By the properties of fpε, ¨q, Ψp¨, τq is a bi-
Lipschitz homeomorphism over its image uniformly in τ P r0, 1s and Ψp¨, 0q “
Id.
Remark 8.5 In fact, Definition 2.5 refers to open sets with Lipschitz boundary,
while, thanks to Theorem 8.2, we are able to deal with open bounded Lipschitz
domains. However, the connectedness assumption is not relevant, since one can
work separately with each connected component of a bounded open set with
Lipschitz boundary to achieve Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 for each component. In
a similar way, one can also consider an unbounded open set with Lipschitz
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boundary U , and then localize the problem by considering, for instance, U X
Bp0, Rq for R ą 0, which are open bounded sets with Lipschitz boundary. It
is then clear that Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 apply to U X Bp0, Rq for any R ą 0.
Thus, we can conclude that any open set with Lipschitz boundary has a regular
Lipschitz deformable boundary, at least locally.
An immediate consequence of the existence of such Lipschitz diffeomor-
phism between BU and BUε,ρ or BUε,ρ is that the area formula can be employed
in order to consider only integrals on BU .
Theorem 8.4 Let U Ť Ω be an open set with Lipschitz boundary, let F P
DMppΩq for 1 ď p ď 8, and let φ P C0pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq. Then there
exists a set N Ă R with L1pN q “ 0 such that, for every nonnegative sequence
tεku satisfying εk R N for any k and εk Ñ 0,ż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx
“ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BU
´
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ|
¯
pfpεk, xqqJBUfpεk, xqdH n´1, (8.25)
and ż
U
φ ddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx
“ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
BU
´
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ|
¯
pfp´εk, xqqJBUfp´εk, xqdH n´1, (8.26)
where fp˘ε, ¨q is the bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphism introduced in Theorem 8.1.
In addition, (8.25) holds also for any bounded open set U with Lipschitz
boundary if φ P L8pΩq, and even for an unbounded open set U with Lipschitz
boundary if supppφq X Uδ Ť Ω for any δ ą 0. Similarly, (8.26) also holds for
any open set U satisfying U Ă Ω, provided that supppφq is compact in Ω.
Proof We need to apply the area formula to the Lipschitz maps fpε, ¨q : BU Ñ
BUε,ρ in (7.7)–(7.8).
We denote by JBUfpε, ¨q the pn´1q–dimensional Jacobian of fpε, ¨q on BU ,
and recall that the inner unit normal to BUε,ρ is given by ∇ρ|∇ρ| from Theorem
7.4. Thenż
BUεk,ρ
´
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ|
¯
pxqdH n´1 “
ż
BU
´
φF ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ|
¯
pfpεk, xqqJBUfpεk, xqdH n´1.
We can argue analogously with BUεk,ρ. Therefore, we can rewrite (7.7)–(7.8)
as (8.25)–(8.26).
From this result, we can deduce some known facts again from the theory
of DM–fields.
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Corollary 8.1 Let F P DMppΩqXC0pΩ;Rnq for 1 ď p ď 8, let φ P C0pΩqX
L8pΩq with ∇φ P Lp1pΩ;Rnq, and let U Ă Ω be a bounded Lipschitz domain.
Then
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
U
φddivF `
ż
U
F ¨∇φdx “ ´
ż
BU
φF ¨ νU dH n´1. (8.27)
If F P DM8pΩq, then the normal trace functional on BU is indeed a Radon
measure, absolutely continuous with respect to H n´1 BU , with essentially
bounded density function ´Fi ¨ νU P L8pBU ;H n´1q.
Proof In order to prove the first statement, we consider ψ P C1c pRn;Rnq.
Notice thatż
U
divψ dx “ ´
ż
BU
ψ¨νU dH n´1,
ż
Uε,ρ
divψ dx “ ´
ż
BUε,ρ
ψ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ| dH
n´1.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 8.4, we obtainż
BUε,ρ
ψ ¨ ∇ρ|∇ρ| dH
n´1 “
ż
BU
pψ ˝ fqpε, ¨q ¨
´ ∇ρ
|∇ρ| ˝ f
¯
pε, ¨q JBUfpε, ¨qdH n´1.
Since
lim
εÑ0
ż
Uε,ρ
divψ dx “
ż
U
divψ dx,
we conclude
lim
εÑ0
ż
BU
pψ ˝ fqpε, ¨q ¨
´ ∇ρ
|∇ρ| ˝ f
¯
pε, ¨q JBUfpε, ¨q dH n´1 “
ż
BU
ψ ¨ νU dH n´1
(8.28)
for any ψ P C1c pRn;Rnq. By the density of C1c pRn;Rnq in CcpRn;Rnq with
respect to the supremum norm, we can deduce that (8.28) holds also for any
ψ P CcpRn;Rnq. Thus, by (8.25), we conclude that (8.27) holds.
As for the second part of the statement, we can argue as in the proof of
[11, Theorem 2.2], since U has a Lipschitz deformable boundary, by Theorem
8.3.
Remark 8.6 Corollary 8.1 can also be regarded as a consequence of Proposition
6.3, together with the well-known fact that H n´1pBUzB˚Uq “ 0 for any open
set U with Lipschitz boundary. In addition, this implies that, in the case that
BU is Lipschitz regular, B˚U can be substituted with BU in (6.9)–(6.11).
We end this section by recalling an alternative result concerning the ap-
proximation of open bounded sets with Lipschitz boundary which has been
proved by Necˇas in [45]. For this exposition, we refer mostly to the paper of
Verchota [60], in which the result in [45] is extended and applied.
Definition 8.1 We denote by ZpP, rq the truncated cylinder centered at point
P and with basis radius r. Given a Lipschitz domain U and a point P P BU ,
we say that ZpP, rq is a coordinate cylinder if
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(i) The bases of ZpP, rq have a positive distance from BU ;
(ii) There exists a coordinate system pxˆn, xnq such that txˆn “ 0u is the axis
of ZpP, rq, and there exists a Lipschitz function ϕ “ ϕZ : Rn´1 Ñ R such
that
ZpP, rq X U “ ZpP, rq X tpxˆn, xnq : xn ą ϕpxˆnqu;
(iii) P “ p0, ϕp0qq or, equivalently, P is the origin of the coordinate system and
ϕp0q “ 0.
The pair pZ,ϕq is called a coordinate pair.
Remark 8.7 If the Lipschitz domain U is bounded, then BU can be covered
by a finite number of coordinate cylinders tZjuNj“1, to which corresponds a
finite number of coordinate pairs. In addition, cylinders Zj can be selected in
such a way that some dilation Zj˚ “ λjZj , λj ą 1, still gives a coordinate pairpZj˚ , ϕjq. We denote by L the maximum of the Lipschitz constants of functions
ϕj . Also we may assume that ϕj P LipcpRn´1q without loss of generality.
Remark 8.8 Given ϕ P LipcpRnq, there exists a sequence ψk P C8c pRnq such
that ψk Ñ ψ uniformly, }∇ψk}L8pRn;Rnq ď }∇ϕ}L8pRn;Rnq, and ∇ψk Ñ ∇ϕ in
LqpRn;Rnq for any 1 ď q ă 8. This can be achieved by taking the convolution
of ϕ with a smooth mollifier.
The following approximation results hold, for which we refer to [45, Theo-
rem 1.1], [46, Lemma 1.1], [59, Appendix], and [60, Theorem 1.12]; see also the
alternative proof given in [26]. For the self-containedness, we also give here a
sketch of the proof.
Proposition 8.2 Let U be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then the following
statements hold:
(i) There exists a sequence of open sets Uk satisfying that BUk are of class
C8, Uk Ť Uk`1 Ť U , and Ťk Uk “ U ;
(ii) There exists a covering of BU by coordinate cylinders such that, for any
coordinate pair pZ,ϕq with ϕ P LipcpRn´1q, Z˚ X BUk for each k is the
graph of a function ϕk P C8c pRn´1q satisfying that ϕk Ñ ϕ uniformly,
}∇ϕk}L8pRn´1;Rn´1q ď }∇ϕ}L8pRn´1;Rn´1q, and ∇ϕk Ñ ∇ϕ L n´1–a.e. and
in LqpRn´1;Rn´1q for any 1 ď q ă 8;
(iii) There exists a sequence of Lipschitz diffeomorphisms fk : Rn Ñ Rn such
that fkpBUq “ BUk, the Lipschitz constants are uniformly bounded in k,
fk Ñ Id uniformly on BU , and ∇fk Ñ In for H n´1–a.e. x P BU ;
(iv) There exists a sequence of nonnegative functions ωk “ JBUfk uniformly
bounded and bounded away from zero such that pf´1k q#pH n´1 BUkq “
ωkH n´1 BU :
H n´1pBUk X fkpEqq “
ż
E
ωk dH
n´1 for any Borel set E Ă BU,
and that ωk Ñ 1 H n´1–a.e. on BU and in LqpBU ;H n´1q for any 1 ď q ă
8;
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(v) The normal vector to Uk satisfies that νUk ˝fk Ñ νU forH n´1–a.e. x P BU
and in LqpBU ;H n´1q for any 1 ď q ă 8, and an analogous statement
holds for the tangent vectors;
(vi) There exists a C8 vector field H in Rn such that
HpfkpP qq ¨ νUkpfkpP qq ě C ą 0 for any P P BU,
where C “ CpH,Lq, and L is the maximal Lipschitz constant of the parametriza-
tion of BU .
Sketch of Proof. Results (i)–(ii) have been proved by Necˇas in [45] (see also
[59, Appendix]); while the others follows from the first two.
Indeed, we can define the homeomorphisms fk in each coordinate cylinder
Zj by
fkpxq “ pxˆn, xn ` ϕkpxˆnq ´ ϕpxˆnqq
for the coordinate system pxˆn, xnq related to Zj , and then glue these definitions
together with the aid of some cutoff functions, by using the fact that the same
coordinate pair can also be used in the larger cylinder Zj˚ . In this way, the
uniform convergence follows immediately.
As for result (iv), we can find that
f´1k pyq “ pyˆn, yn ´ ϕkpyˆnq ` ϕpyˆnqq,
where pyˆn, ynq is the coordinate system related to some Zj . This also shows
that fk is invertible with continuous inverse, so that it is indeed a homeomor-
phism. In fact, since ϕ P LipcpRn´1q and ϕk P C8c pRn´1q, we can conclude that
fk is a Lipschitz diffeomorphism, with Lipschitz constants uniformly bounded
in k, by using that ∇ϕk Ñ ∇ϕ for L n´1–a.e. xˆ P Rn´1.
Moreover, by employing the area formula, it follows that ωk is exactly the
pn´ 1q–dimensional Jacobian of fk on BU , JBUfk. Notice that
∇fk “
ˆ
In´1 0
p∇pϕk ´ ϕqqJ 1
˙
,
where In´1 is the pn´1qˆ pn´1q identity matrix. Therefore, the convergence
of ∇ϕkpxq to ∇ϕpxq for L n´1 “ H n´1–a.e. x P BU implies that ∇fk Ñ In
for H n´1–a.e. x P BU , which in turn implies that JBUfk Ñ 1 for H n´1–
a.e. x P BU . Then the Lq–convergence follows by the Lebesgue theorem and
the boundedness properties, which can be shown by calculating the Jacobian
explicitly. l
Proposition 8.2 allows us to refine Theorem 8.3, by showing that any open
bounded set with Lipschitz boundary admits a regular Lipschitz deformation
in the sense of Definition 2.5. Analogously, if the set is unbounded, such a
statement should hold locally.
Theorem 8.5 If U is a bounded open set with Lipschitz boundary in Rn, then
there exists a regular Lipschitz deformation Ψpx, τq “ Ψτ pxq of BU satisfying
lim
τÑ0`
JBUΨτ “ 1 in L1pBU ;H n´1q. (8.29)
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Proof Set
Ψpx, τq :“ `k`1´kpk`1qτ˘fk`1pxq``kpk`1qτ´k˘fkpxq if τ P p 1
k ` 1 ,
1
k
s,
where functions fk are given by Proposition 8.2. It is clear that Ψp¨, τq is a
bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphism from U over its image, by Proposition 8.2(iii),
with Lipschitz constants uniformly bounded in τ ą 0. Since JBUfk Ñ 1 in
LqpBU ;H n´1q for any 1 ď q ă 8, by Proposition 8.2 (iv), and
0 ď kpk ` 1qτ ´ k ď 1, 0 ď k ` 1´ kpk ` 1qτ ď 1 for τ P
´
1
k`1 ,
1
k
ı
,
we conclude that JBUΨpx, τq Ñ 1 in LqpBU ;H n´1q for 1 ď q ă 8, which
implies (8.29).
Remark 8.9 Hofmann-Mitrea-Taylor in [37, Proposition 4.19] worked with a
strongly Lipschitz domain U in Rn such that there exists a C1–vector field h
satisfying
|hpxq| “ 1, hpxq ¨ νU pxq ě κ for H n´1–a.e. x P BU
for some κ P p0, 1q. In the literature, a domain is said to be strongly Lipschitz
if the Lipschitz constants of the parametrization of BU are uniformly bounded,
so that any open bounded set U with Lipschitz boundary is a strongly Lips-
chitz domain, by compactness. For a more detailed exposition, we refer to [6,
Appendix B]. Then, if Uτ :“ tx´τhpxq : x P Uu, there exists τ0 ą 0 such that,
for any τ P p0, τ0q, Uτ is a strongly Lipschitz domain satisfying Uτ Ă U and
BUτ “ tx´ τhpxq : x P BUu. In addition, the results of Proposition 8.2(ii)–(vi)
hold with Lipschitz regularity, instead of C8. However, it is clear that more
regularity on the vector field h would imply more regularity of BUτ .
Moreover, a similar approximation holds from the exterior of U , if we
consider U´τ for τ P p´τ1, 0s, for some τ1 ą 0.
Following Theorem 8.5, we see that the assumptions of Hofmann-Mitrea-
Taylor [37, Proposition 4.19] are not strictly necessary; however, they allow to
have this particular representation of the approximating sets.
9 Cauchy Fluxes and Divergence-Measure Fields
In Continuum Physics, the fundamental principle of balance law can be stated
in the most general terms (cf. Dafermos [20] and Lax [39]): A balance law in an
open set Ω of Rn postulates that the production of a vector-valued “extensive”
quantity in any bounded open subset U Ť Ω is balanced by the Cauchy flux of
this quantity through the boundary of U .
For smooth continuum media, the physical principle of balance law can be
formulated in the classical form:ż
U
bpyqdy “
ż
BU
fpyqdH n´1pyq (9.1)
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for any given open set U that is of smooth boundary, where f is a density
function of the Cauchy flux, and b is a production density function. In me-
chanics, f represents the surface force per unit area on BU , while f gives the
heat flow per unit area across the boundary BE in thermodynamics.
In 1823, Cauchy [9] (also see [10]) established the stress theorem, which
states that, if fpyq :“ fpy, νpyqq, defined for each y in an open region Ω and
every unit vector ν, is continuous in y, and bpyq is uniformly bounded on Ω,
and if (9.1) is satisfied for every smooth region U Ť Ω, then fpy, νq must be
linear in ν; that is, there exists a vector field F such that
fpy, νq “ F pyq ¨ ν.
The Cauchy postulate states that the density flux f through a surface depends
on the surface solely through the normal at that point. Since the time of
Cauchy’s stress result [9, 10], many efforts have been made to generalize his
ideas and remove some of his hypotheses. The first results in this direction were
obtained by Noll [47] in 1959, who set up a basis for an axiomatic foundation for
continuum thermodynamics. In particular, Noll [47] showed that the Cauchy
postulate may directly follow from the balance law. In [36], Gurtin-Martins
introduced the concept of Cauchy flux and removed the continuity assumption
on f . They represented the Cauchy flux as an additive mapping F on surfaces
S such that there exists a constant C ą 0 so that
|FpSq| ď CH n´1pSq, |FpBBq| ď CL npBq (9.2)
for any surface S and subbody B.
In 1983, Ziemer [65] proved Noll’s theorem in the context of geometric
measure theory, in which the Cauchy fluxes were first formulated via employing
sets E of finite perimeter to represent the bodies and B˚E to represent the
surfaces. His formulation of the balance law for the flux function yields the
existence of a vector field F P L8 with divF P L8. The papers by Sˇilhavy´
[54, 55] extended definition (9.2) by requiring
|FpSq| ď
ż
S
hdH n´1, |FpBBq| ď
ż
B
g dx (9.3)
for suitable functions g and h in Lp for p ě 1 and almost every surface S. The
vector fields obtained under these conditions have distributional divergences
that are integrable; that is, F P L1 and divF P L1. However, all the previous
formulations of Cauchy fluxes do not allow the presence of “shock waves” since
divF is absolutely continuous with respect to Ln.
Degiovanni-Marzocchi-Musesti [25] further generalized conditions (9.2) and
considered the Cauchy fluxes defined on almost every surface and satisfying
|FpSq| ď
ż
S
hdH n´1, |FpBBq| ď σpBq (9.4)
for a suitable function h P L1loc and a nonnegative Radon measure σ. This
definition of Cauchy fluxes induced the existence of a vector field F P DM1loc.
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Schuricht [53] studied an alternative formulation to (9.2), which consists in
considering the contact interactions f as maps on pairs of disjoint subbodies
(instead of surfaces). Thus, fpB,Aq is the resultant force exerted on B by A.
The function f is assumed to be countable additive in the first argument (i.e.,
a measure) and finitely additive with respect to the second argument. This
alternative formulation also implies the existence of F P DM1loc, depending
on A, such that divF “ fp¨, Aq. The Gauss-Green formulas obtained in [25]
and [53] are valid for F P DMppΩq for any p ě 1, but only on the sets of finite
perimeter, E Ă Ω, which lie in a suitable subalgebra related to the particular
representative of F . In other words, these Gauss-Green formulas are valid only
on almost every set, thus missing the exceptional surfaces or “shock waves”. In
order to recover the flux on every surface, it is necessary to develop a theory
of normal traces for divergence-measure fields.
In Chen-Torres-Ziemer [14], such a theory of normal traces on reduced
boundaries of sets of finite perimeter has been established for DM8pΩq–fields.
The method in [14] consists in constructing the normal trace as the limit of the
classical normal traces over smooth approximations of the set of finite perime-
ter. This approach requires a new approximation theorem of sets of perimeter
that can distinguish between the measure-theoretic interior and exterior of
the set. The Cauchy flux introduced in [14] is defined on every set of finite
perimeter, E Ť Ω, and on every H n´1–rectifiable surface S Ă B˚E (so that
S is oriented with the normal to the set). The conditions that there exists a
nonnegative Radon measure σ such that
|FpB˚Eq| ď σpE1q, |FpSq| ď CH n´1pSq (9.5)
imply the existence of a DM8–field F so that the Cauchy flux over every
surface can be recovered through the normal traces of F on the oriented surface
(see Remark 9.1(ii) below).
The Cauchy fluxes in the sense of Chen-Torres-Ziemer [14] allow the pres-
ence of exceptional surfaces (i.e. shock waves) in the formulation of the ax-
ioms. In this setting, divF “ gσ for some function g and Radon measure σ,
and hence divF is not in general absolutely continuous with respect to Ln.
The measure σ does not vanish on the exceptional surfaces and the Cauchy
flux F has a discontinuity since FpSq ‰ ´Fp´Sq. Formulations (9.2)–(9.3)
deal with the particular case σ “ Ln, and hence the measure vanishes on any
H n´1–dimensional surface, excluding the shock waves.
Example 9.1 Let
F px1, x2q “ fpx2qgpx1qp1, 0q for some f P L8pRq and g P C1c pRq,
so that F P DM8pR2q, and let E be as in Remark 4.9. Then, by (4.8),
G “ χEF is also in DM8pR2q, while G R BVlocpR2;R2q, since E is not a set
of locally finite perimeter.
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If U :“ p0, 2q2 “ U1, then E X U “ E and χUG “ χEF . Hence, applying
(4.8) again, we obtain
xG ¨ ν, ¨yBU
“ χUdivG´ divpχUGq “ pχU1 ´ 1qdivG “ pχU1 ´ 1qfpx2qgpx1qDx1χE
“ ´fpx2qgpx1qH 1
`t0u ˆ p0, 1q˘` fpx2qgpx1qH 1 `t2u ˆ p1
2
,
3
4
q˘. (9.6)
On the other hand, if L :“ U Y B˚U instead, we still obtain that χLG “
χEF “ G and
xG ¨ ν, ¨yBL “ χLdivG´ divpχLGq “ pχL ´ 1qdivG
“ pχU1YB˚U px1, x2q ´ 1qfpx2qgpx1qDx1χE “ 0, (9.7)
since suppp|Dx1χE |q Ă U1 Y B˚U . Hence, it follows that
xG ¨ ν, ¨yBU ‰ xG ¨ ν, ¨yBpUYB˚Uq (9.8)
in general. This condition is satisfied, for instance, if gp0q ă 0, gp2q “ 0, and
f ą 0 in p0, 1q, since xG ¨ ν, ¨yBU is a nontrivial nonnegative Radon measure in
this case.
Thanks to the fact that G P DM8pR2q, we can define an associated
Cauchy flux F by using the theory developed in [14]. Given a bounded set
of finite perimeter M , there exist the interior and exterior normal traces of G:
pGi ¨νM q and pGe ¨νM q P L8pB˚M ;H 1q (see Proposition 4.3). Then we define
FpSq :“ ´
ż
S
Gi ¨ νM dH 1, (9.9)
if S is an H 1–rectifiable surface such that S Ă B˚M which is oriented by νM ,
for some bounded set of finite perimeter M ; and
FpSq :“ ´
ż
S
Ge ¨ νM dH 1, (9.10)
if S is an H 1–rectifiable surface such that S Ă B˚M which is oriented by
´νM , for some bounded set of finite perimeter M .
It is not difficult to check that F is a Cauchy flux in the sense of [14].
Indeed, by definition, F is a finitely additive functional on disjoint surfaces.
Since the normal traces are essentially bounded, from (9.9)–(9.10), we obtain
|FpSq| ď CH 1pSq.
Then |FpB˚Mq| ď σpM1q for any bounded set M of finite perimeter, if σ “
|divG| is chosen. Indeed, we need just to employ the Gauss-Green formulas
and the fact that G has compact support.
In particular, if we apply (4.6) to G, a bounded set of finite perimeter M
and φ P LipcpR2q with φ ” 1 on M , then
FpB˚Mq “ ´
ż
B˚M
Gi ¨ νM dH 1 “ divGpM1q.
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Arguing analogously, from (4.7), we have
Fp´B˚Mq “ ´
ż
B˚M
Ge ¨ νM dH 1 “ divGpM1 Y B˚Mq.
Since G has compact support in R2, by [16, Lemma 3.1], we obtain
0 “ divGpR2q “ divGpM1 Y B˚Mq ` divGppR2zMq1q,
from which it follows that
FpB˚pR2zMqq “ Fp´B˚Mq “ ´divGppR2zMq1q.
Thus, (9.5) is satisfied. Then we have proved that F is a Cauchy flux in the
sense of [14].
Choose S :“ B˚U oriented by νU , by (9.10), Proposition 4.3, and (9.6), we
have
FpB˚Uq “ xG ¨ ν, φyBU “ ´
ż
B˚U
φpx1, x2qfpx2qgpx1qdDx1χE
for any φ P LipcpR2q with φ ” 1 on U . Arguing analogously, by (9.10), Propo-
sition 4.3, and (9.7), we have
Fp´B˚Uq “ xG ¨ ν, φyBpUYB˚Uq “ 0,
for any φ P LipcpR2q with φ ” 1 on U . Then, by (9.8), it follows that, in
general,
FpB˚Uq ‰ ´Fp´B˚Uq,
which shows that F may have a discontinuity on the rectifiable surface B˚U .
In this paper above, we have developed a more general theory of normal
traces for unbounded DMp fields. In particular, we have shown that the nor-
mal trace can be represented as the limit of the classical normal traces on
smooth approximations or deformations. Hence, we can now give a more gen-
eral definition of Cauchy fluxes over general open sets (not necessarily of finite
perimeter).
Definition 9.1 (Side surfaces) A side surface in Ω is a pair pS,Uq so that
S Ť Ω is a Borel set and U Ť Ω is a open set such that S Ă BU . The side
surface pS,Uq is often written as S for simplicity, when no confusion arises
from the context.
Definition 9.2 (Cauchy fluxes) Let Ω be a bounded open set. A Cauchy
flux is a functional F defined on the side surfaces pS,Uq such that the following
properties hold:
(i) FpS1 Y S2q “ FpS1q ` FpS2q for any pair of disjoint side surfaces S1 and
S2 in BU , for some U Ť Ω;
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(ii) There exists a nonnegative Radon measure σ in Ω such that
|FpBUq| ď σpUq for every open set U Ť Ω;
(iii) There exists a nonnegative Borel function h P L1locpΩq such that
|FpSq| ď
ż
S
hdH n´1
for any side surface S Ă BU and any open set U Ť Ω (the integral could
be 8, in which case the axiom is also true).
For simplicity, the Cauchy flux is often written as FpSq as (i)–(iii) above, when
no confusion arises from the context.
We state now our main result on the representation of general Cauchy
fluxes.
Theorem 9.1 Let F be a Cauchy flux in Ω with h P L1locpΩq as in Definition
9.2. Then there exists a unique F P DM1locpΩq such that, for every open set
U Ť Ω,
(i) For any φ P C1c pΩq such that φ ” 1 on a neighborhood of BU ,
FpBUq “ xF ¨ ν, φyBU , (9.11)
and there exists an interior smooth approximation Uε of U as in Theorem
7.1 such that, for a suitable subsequence εk Ñ 0 as k Ñ8,
FpBUq “ ´ lim
kÑ0
ż
BUεk
F ¨ νUεk dH n´1
where F ¨ νUεk denotes the classical dot product;
(ii) If χUF P DM1locpΩq, then there exists µb PMpBUq such that
FpBUq “
ż
BU
dµb;
(iii) If U is a C0 domain, then there exists a sequence of smooth set Uε,ρ as
in Theorem 7.4, which can be represented as a deformation generated by
fpε, xq (defined in Theorem 8.1) that is C8 in x when ε ą 0 and C0 in x
when ε “ 0, such that, for a suitable subsequence εk Ñ 0,
FpBUq “ ´ lim
εkÑ0
ż
BUεk,ρ
F ¨ νUεk,ρ dH n´1;
(iv) If U has a Lipschitz boundary, then there exists a regular Lipschitz defor-
mation Ψpx, εq “: Ψεpxq of BU such that, for a suitable subsequence εk Ñ 0
as k Ñ8,
FpBUq “ ´ lim
εkÑ0
ż
BU
F pΨεkpxqq ¨ νU pΨεkpxqqJΨεkpxqdH n´1pxq.
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Proof We divide the proof into four steps.
1. We first show the existence of such an F P DM1locpΩq. Let IΩ be the
collection of all closed cubes in Rn of the form:
I “ ra1, b1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ran, bns,
such that I Ť Ω. For almost every s P raj , bjs, define
Ij,s :“ ty P I : yj “ su.
Let te1, . . . , enu be the canonical basis of Rn. We fix j P t1, . . . , nu. For
every cube I P IΩ , define
µjpIq :“
ż bj
aj
FpIj,sqds.
From Definition 9.2(iii), we have
|µjpIq| ď
ż bj
aj
|FpIj,sq|ds ď
ż bj
aj
ż
Ij,s
h dH n´1ds ď
ż
I
|h|dx “ }h}L1pIq,
where the Fubini theorem has been used. Thus, for any finite collection of
disjoint cubes I1, . . . , IK , we have
Kÿ
i“1
|µjpIiq| ď
Kÿ
i“1
}h}L1pIiq ď }h}L1pYKi“1Iiq. (9.12)
Since h P L1locpΩq, then, for every ε ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that
L npAq ă δ ùñ
ż
A
|h| dx ă ε.
Hence, if tIiuKi“1 is a finite collection of disjoint cubes I1, . . . , Ik, satisfyingřK
i“1 LnpIiq “ LnpYKi“1Iiq ă δ, then
Kÿ
i“1
|µjpIiq| ď }h}L1pYKi“1Iiq ă ε. (9.13)
Hence, µj is an additive set function defined on IΩ . We can now apply a
generalization of Riesz’s theorem, due to Fuglede [33] (see also [14, Theorem
9.5]), to conclude that there exists fj P L1locpΩq such that
µjpIq “
ż
I
fj dx for every I P IΩ .
We take sequences αk,j Ò s and βk,j Ó s as k Ñ8. We have
1
βk,j ´ αk,j
ż βk,j
αk,j
FpIj,sqds “ 1
βk,j ´ αk,j
ż βk,j
αk,j
ż
Ij,s
fj dxds.
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Letting k Ñ8 yields
FpIj,sq “
ż
Ij,s
fj dH
n´1 for L 1–a.e. s.
Define
F :“ pf1, . . . , fnq.
We obtain that, for every j P t1, . . . , nu,
FpIj,sq “ ´
ż
Ij,s
F pyq ¨ ej dH n´1pyq for L 1–a.e. s. (9.14)
From this point on, we say that a statement holds for almost every cube if it
holds for all cubes whose side intervals with endpoints in RzN , for some L 1
negligible set N .
From (9.14), it follows that, for almost every cube I P IΩ ,
FpBIq “ ´
ż
BI
F pyq ¨ νIpyqdH n´1pyq, (9.15)
which, by Definition 9.2(ii), impliesˇˇˇ ż
BI
F pyq ¨ νIpyqdH n´1pyq
ˇˇˇ
“ |FpBIq| ď σpI˚q ď σpIq, (9.16)
where I˚ denotes the open cube.
Using (9.16), we can now proceed as in [14, Lemma 9.6], or use [25, Theorem
5.3], to conclude that F is a vector field with divergence measure satisfying
|divF | ď σ, which means that F P DM1locpΩq.
2. Uniqueness of the DM1–field F . Assume now that there exists another
vector field G “ pg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gnq such that (9.14) holds. For fixed j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu,
we obtain that, for any cube I P IΩ ,ż
I
fjdx “
ż bj
aj
ż
Is,j
fj dH
n´1pyqds “
ż bj
aj
ż
Is,j
gj dH
n´1pyqds “
ż
I
gjdx.
Hence, fjpxq “ gjpxq for Ln–a.e. x.
3. In order to prove (i), we approximate BU with closed cubes in such a
way that
BU “
8č
i“1
Ji,
where each Ji is a finite union of closed cubes in IΩ , which can be chosen so
that (9.15) holds, and Ji`1 Ă Ji. In addition, we can also choose tJiu in such
a way that
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBJ˚i “ ´F ¨ νJiH n´1 BJi. (9.17)
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This follows for instance from [25, Theorem 7.2], which states that, for almost
every closed cube I P IΩ , we have
divF pIq “ ´
ż
BI
F ¨ νI dH n´1. (9.18)
On the other hand, for any ϕ P LipcpΩq, ϕF P DM1pΩq by Proposition 3.1.
It is clear that, by (3.3),
divpϕF qpI˚q “ divpϕF qpIq ´
ż
BI
ϕddivF .
By Remark 4.2 and (9.18), it follows that
xF ¨ ν, ϕyBI˚ “ divpϕF qpI˚q “ ´
ż
BI
ϕddivF ´
ż
BI
ϕF ¨ νI dH n´1.
Then, arguing as in [2, Example 1.63], we obtain that |divF |pBIq “ 0 for
almost every I P IΩ , since divF is a Radon measure. All in all, we conclude
(9.17) for almost every finite union J of closed cubes; then the sequence tJiu
is chosen from these finite unions tJu of closed cubes.
Now, from Definition 9.2(ii), we have
|FpBpJ˚i X Uqq| ď σpJ˚i X Uq.
Standard measure theory arguments imply that
lim
iÑ8σpJ˚i X Uq “ σppXiJiq X Uq “ σpBU X Uq “ 0, (9.19)
so that
lim
iÑ8FpBpJ˚i X Uqq “ 0. (9.20)
Now, we consider xF ¨ ν, φyBpJ˚iXUq for some φ P C1c pΩq. We notice by The-
orem 5.1 that, for any φ P C1c pΩq,
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “ ´ lim
kÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
φF ¨ νUεk dH n´1. (9.21)
In the same way, we have
xF ¨ ν, φyBpJ˚iXUq “ ´ limkÑ8
ż
B˚W εk
φF ¨ νW εk dH n´1 for any φ P C1c pΩq,
(9.22)
where BW εk is defined as the superlevel set of the signed distance function
associated to W “ J˚i X U , as in (5.2).
We now choose a test function φ P C1c pΩq such that φ ‰ 0 in a neighbor-
hood of BU , but φ ” 0 onΩzJi. Since Ji is closed, then φ “ 0 in a neighborhood
of BJi X U . With this choice of φ, (9.22) reduces to
xF ¨ ν, φyBpJ˚iXUq “ ´ limkÑ8
ż
B˚Uεk
χJ˚iφF ¨ νUεk dH n´1 (9.23)
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and, from (9.21) and the fact that J˚i X B˚Uεk “ B˚Uεk for εk small enough
and i fixed, we obtain
xF ¨ ν, φyBpJ˚iXUq “ xF ¨ ν, φyBU for any such φ. (9.24)
Therefore, the distribution xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpJ˚iXUq coincides with xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU on BU .
Arguing similarly, we can show
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpJ˚iXUq “ xF ¨ ν, ¨yBJ˚i on U X BJi. (9.25)
Therefore, we conclude
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpJ˚iXUq “ xχJiF ¨ ν, ¨yBU ` xχUF ¨ ν, ¨yBJ˚i (9.26)
“ xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU ` xχUF ¨ ν, ¨yBJ˚i ,
since Ji Ą BU . By (4.2), we have
xF ¨ ν, ¨yBpJ˚iXUq “ χJ˚iXUdivF ´ divpχJ˚iXUF q. (9.27)
If we now choose φ P C1c pΩq such that φ ” 1 on a neighborhood of BU , then
φ ” 1 on BUYBJi for any i large enough. Then, from (9.17) and (9.24)–(9.27),
we obtain
xF ¨ ν, φyBU ´
ż
UXBJi
F ¨ νJi dH n´1 “ xF ¨ ν, φyBU ´
ż
BJi
φχUF ¨ νJi dH n´1
“ xF ¨ ν, φyBU ` xχUF ¨ ν, φyBJ˚i
“ xF ¨ ν, φyBpJ˚iXUq
“
ż
J˚iXU
φ ddivF ´
ż
Ω
φ ddivpχJ˚iXUF q
“
ż
J˚iXU
φ ddivF `
ż
JiXU
F ¨∇φdxÑ 0
as iÑ8, since |Ji X U | Ñ 0 and |divF |pJ˚i X Uq Ñ 0. This implies
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “ limiÑ8
ż
UXBJi
F pyq ¨ νJipyqdH n´1pyq. (9.28)
On the other hand, by Definition 9.2(i), we have
FpBpJ˚i X Uqq “ FpBUq ` FpU X BJiq,
so that, from (9.15) and (9.20), we obtain
FpBUq “ lim
iÑ8
ż
UXBJi
F pyq ¨ νJipyqdH n´1pyq. (9.29)
Finally, from (9.28)–(9.29), we conclude (9.11). Then Theorem 7.1 implies the
second part of point (i) (see also Theorem 5.1).
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4. For (ii), we notice that χUF P DM1pΩq, since U Ť Ω. Hence, Theorem
4.1 implies the existence of a finite Radon measure µb on BU such that
xF ¨ ν, φyBU “
ż
BU
φ dµb for any φ P C1c pΩq.
Thus, if we take φ ” 1 on a neighborhood of BU , result (i) immediately implies
(ii). Cases (iii) and (iv) follow analogously from (i): for (iii), we need to apply
Theorem 7.4; while (iv) is obtained by employing the bi-Lipschitz regular
deformation Ψεpxq from Theorem 8.5 as in Theorem 8.4.
Remark 9.1 In particular, the following assertions also hold:
(i) If U is an open set of finite perimeter, σpBUq “ 0, and şB˚U hdH n´1 ă 8,
then
FpBUq “ ´
ż
B˚U
F ¨ νU dH n´1,
where F ¨ νU is the classical dot product.
To see this, we use the assumption that σpBUq “ 0 and şB˚U hdH n´1 ă 8
to apply [25, Theorem 5.4], which shows that xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU is represented by
the classical dot product between F and νU . Hence, from Theorem 9.1(i),
we have
FpBUq “ ´
ż
B˚U
F pxq ¨ νU pxqdH n´1pxq.
(ii) If the Borel function h in Definition 9.2(iii) is constant and U is an open
set of finite perimeter, then F P DM8locpΩq, and
FpBUq “ ´
ż
B˚U
pFi ¨ νU qdH n´1,
where Fi ¨ νU P L8pB˚U ;H n´1q is the interior normal trace of F on B˚U .
This corresponds to the case already treated in [14, Theorem 9.4], since
U Ť Ω is a set of finite perimeter and h is constant. Hence, we obtain
F P DM8locpΩq, and the normal trace xF ¨ ν, ¨yBU is represented by the
measure ´pFi ¨ νU qH n´1 B˚U , for some pFi ¨ νU q P L8pB˚U ;H n´1q; see
also Proposition 4.3.
Remark 9.2 The importance of Theorem 9.1 and Remark 9.1 is that the flux
can be recovered on every open set U .
Remark 9.3 It has been discussed above that Schuricht [53] considered an
alternative formulation for the axioms, representing the contact interactions
as maps fpB,Aq on pairs of disjoint subbodies (instead of surfaces). In this
formulation, our results on normal traces for DMp–fields improve those in
[53, Theorem 5.20, equation (5.21)], since fpB,Aq can be written as the limit
of the classical normal traces on the approximations of B, versus an integral
average.
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